
CHAPTER V.

THE SHAH LAW RELATING TO HIBA OR GIFTS.
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SECTION I.

MUSH.'A AND SEIsIN ACCORDING TO THE SHIAR DocnuNEs.

According to the Shiahs, the gift of musluVa or a share in joint
and undivided property is lawful,( 1) "and seisin of it is to be taken,"
adds the Shardya, "in the same way as seisin in sale," that is, "by
mere surrender or vacating by the donor." And the Masdt says
"in our mazhab," i.e., according to our doctrines, "the gift of a
share of a property whether partible or not, is absolutely valid."

The character of the seisin, as stated before, when dealing with
the Hanafi Law, must depend on the nature of the thing given.

And the same view is laid down by the Allâmah in his Tahrir-
ui-A hkdrn. Mere surrender or delivery of symbolical possession is

Authority
to take pos- sufficient in all cases of gift, where the subject is immovable;
session	 where it is movable, manual or physical possession seems to be
suflicient	 required so far as the nature 

of 
the article permits. Authority to take

possession is equivalent to delivery of possession.

Under the Shiah Law there is uo question, that if a thing is
given to two persns jointly, and they take possession jointly, each
donee becomes the proprietor of. the portion given to him. If,
again, only one of them should accept the gift and take possession
while the other refuses, the gift to the acceptor would be valid.

As under the Hanafi Law, acceptance is a necessary condition
to the validity of a gift. "The contract of hiba," says the ha-
rdya, "requires declaration and acceptance with seisin or taking
possession."

Declaration is the expression of an intention or wish on the
part of the donor to transfer to the donee the right of property
by way of a Mba. But the contract is not valid, unless the person
who makes the transfer is "of full age, sound understanding and

(1) Mina Kasim Ali v. M&za Mahomrnp4 Has8an [1832], 5 Sel. Reporte, 213.
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unrestrained in the use of his property," in other ords, is sui jur,

capable of understanding the nature of his act, and does not labour
under any "inhibition."

A discharge or release given by the creditor to his debtor is Gift of
equivalent to the gift of the debt, and this is valid both under the debt under

the Shiah
Sunni and 'Shiah Law. Owing, however, to the difficulty of ob- Law.
taming physical or actual possession of a debt or chose in action,

some Shiah lawyers, among them the author of the Shardgo, have
held that a debt, or rather the right to recover a debt, cannot be
assigned to 'a third person. Other jurists, especially the Shaikh,
(the author of the MabstU,) have held the contrary view, and there
can be no question that upon the basis of correct analogy, and the
recognised practice, which has obtained for centuries among Shiah
communities of making valid assignments of coses in action, a
debt or a right depending on the obligationof another may validly
be given or assigned by the obligee or creditor to a third party gra-
tuitously, without any consideration, that is, by way of hiba.(l)

In the case of Nawab Amjad Au Khan V. Mohamdi Eegum,(2) the
gift was of Government Promissory Notes. Considered analytically,
the gift of the notes amounted in fact to a gift of the right to receive
the interest on the money, for which the notes formed the securi-
ties. Though the parties were Shiahs, there was no question raised
in that case, that such a gift was invalid, because it was the gift of a
right to receive periodically the accruing interest. The only ground
upon which the gj4..yas impugned, was, that the donor had re-
served a life-interest in the income, and that such reservation was
invalid under the Mahommedan Law. It follows, therefore, that
the assignment of a chose in action, or a right in reversion, is as valid
under the Shiah as under the Hanafi Law.

According to the Shaikh and the authors of the Sardir, Ghu- Seisin may

nia, &c., seisin may be either actual or constructive, 	 be actual
or construe-

(1) Under thenglish Common Law, the benefit of a contract cannot be assign- tive;
ed (except by the Crown), so as to enable the assignee to sue in his own name.
The origin of this restriction was attributed by Coke to a desire on the part of the
founders of English Law to discourage maintenance and litigation;" but," says
Pollock, " there can be little doubt that it was in truth a logical consequence of
the primitive view of a 'contract as creating a strictly personal obligation between
the creditor and the debtor;" Pollock on Contract, p. 224.

The view held by some of the Shiah lawyers against the transfer of choSe8 in
action or the assignment of a contract may also be said to be a logical co.
quence of their view regarding the principle of seisin.

(2) Supra.
AA, ML	 '	 '	 12
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The authority to take possession in order to be effective must
be such as would enable the donee to do so, or give some. sort of
dominion over the property. As already mentioned, the mere
handing over to his wife by a person of certain deposit notes
signed by the Agent of a Bank acknowledging the receipt of sums
of money as deposit bearing interest and not in a form which
would entitle the bearer of the notes to the debts created thereby
as transferee thereof, has been held not to amount to a transfer
of the debts so as to give the donee any dominion over them or en-
able her to recover the money secured by the notes.(1)

Release of	 According to the author of the Sharth,'a and his disciples, who
a debt. belong to the literal school of interpretation, a release or discharge

does not require, for effectuation, the acceptance of the donee

whilst the progressive school, represented by the Shaikh, Ibn-
Zuhra, Shaikh Murtaza and others, hold with the Hanafis that the
assent of the debtor or the obligor is necessary to the validity of the
discharge. And this view seems conformable to the rules of equity.
A discharge is a mere declaration oil part of the creditor of his
intention not to enforce the obligation against the obli gor. But
the expression of an intention not to enforce a liability, which may
have the effect of precluding the creditor from enforcing his claim,
would not necessarily preclude the debtor from insisting upon the
creditor to accept the payment of the debt. Obligation has been
defined by all writer to mean the relation that exists
between two persons, of whom one has a private and peculiar right
to control the other's actions, by calling upoii him to do or forbear
some particular thing.(2) The same definition may he applied to
the term 'akd of the Arabian jurists. It implies a relation which,
whilst giving a certain right to one person over another, often
creates a corresponding liability against him in favour tf that
other. Proceedink upon the basis of this conception, the Hanafi
jurists have held that the '' gift'' of a debt, i.e., the release of
it, to the debtor is complete without his acceptance, though it is
reversed by his rejection; but this is correct only with respect to
the principal debtor, for the gift of a debt to the surety is not
complete without his acceptance, though itis reversed by his rejee-.

(1) Agha Mahon,ncd Jafler Bimiamin v. Koolsoonz Beebee [1897}, r. L, 23
Cal., p. 9 supra.

(2) PolIocj, p. .
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tion. If the creditor releases the principal debtor from his debt,
or gives it to him and he accepts, both he and the surety are
released, but if he do not accept, he is not released.(1) This
principle is enunciated with great clearness in the Jawdhir as well
ns the Ghunia.(2)

SECTION II.

LIMITED ESTATES UcDER TIlE SHIAH LAW

Although under the Hanafi Law, when the words of the grant
purport to create an absolute estate in the grantee it cannot be cut
dCWIL by subsequent words derogating from the original grant,
the jurists of that school recognise the validity of limited estates
in a qualified form(i) under the name of 'adriat (commodatum) which

- in effect is the transfo thMee (called in such cases musta'fr)
of the right to hold the property for the enjoyment of the usufruct.
The lawfu1nes' of such grants was accepted by the Allahabad High
Court in the natter of Khalil Ahmed and another.(4)

The Shah Law recognises to the fullest extent the lawfulness
)f limited estates.

A. grant to A limited to his life is valid, the subject-matter of Limited
i;lie gift reverting to the donor or his heirs upon A's decease So estttes
also a grant to A for life, and after him to another for his life will under theSIiah Law.
take effect as giving a life-estate to A, and after him a life-estate to
the other person, after which the property would revert to the donor

his heirs. 'Similarly, a grant may be made to A for life and then to
B absolutely, or a grant may be made to A for life and then to A's
children absolutely. There is some difference • of opinion as to
whether only the children living at the time of the grant will take
the remainder absolutely, or any children born to A after
the grant will, take also. The approved opinion seems to be
that all the children will take, whether living at the time'of the
grant or born afterwards. But where a grant is to A for his life
and to his children for their lives, only the children living at
the time of the grant will take with rights of survivorship.(5)

(1) Ji'atdwai AZamgri. IV, pp. 535, 536.
(2) See poet, p. 187
(3) See ante, p. 54.
(4) [1008], L L., 30 All., 309.
(5) JawShir.uKaZa,n; none of these principles is affected by any dicta in

2'agorc v Tagre [1898], 9 B. L. B., 377, or Peake v. Robinson.
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Prince
Suleiman
Kadr V.
Darab All
Khan.

Definition
of Hiba.

Power8 of
the life.
tenant.

A grant to A for his life and then to B for his life, and thereafter
to A'8 children absolutely is equally valid.

According to the author of the Shardya a grant to A and his
('-r ) 'akab (" one who comes after him ") would give only a
life-estate to A, as the term 'aka.b does not indicate a person and
conveys no definite meaning. According to the Saráir and other
works, such a grant would give an absolute estate to A.

But when' a gift is made to A for his life and after his death
to his heirs, or if it is made in these terms, "the usuuct should
be given to A during his lifetime and after him to his heirs,"l) the
grant would convey merely a life'-interest to A and the 'solute
estate to A's heirs. In the case of Prince Suleiman Kadr v. Darab
Ali Khan(2) their Lordships of the Privy Counc i l gave expnssion
to a dictum which might, perhaps, be supposed to imply a non-
recognition of limited estates, but the view suggested was fou1ided
entirely on Sunni authorities and no reference appears to iave
been made to the provisions of the Shiah Law on the subject.

A gift to A and his children gene.ra!y. awlan Or fara74z or
to his children naslan b'ad iwsi banu, 7i'cd " ger:eration i..iter
generation, line after. line," will convey to A an estate in fee the
words " children after children, generation after geucration," oeing
words of description and itot of limitation.

When a grant is made wiih the word Mba it implies, generally
speaking, the grant of an absolute estate, for Mba is 'deftued. to be
an act, by which one person transfers to another, gratuitously,
without the motive of kurbat, i.e., of pleasing God, accompanied
by immediate transfer, constructive or actual, the entire and abso-
lute proparty (milk) in a certain thing. Such a transfer in the
Arabic language is also constituted by the words an-'n.aliila (a present)
and al-'atfa. In Hindustani, the word 'cila is equivocal, and so are
the words dêna and bakhshnd. IN-hen grants are made. with these
words, the intention of the grantor must be examined from the
context of the deed of gift and surrounding circumstances, rr.,

whether he intended an absolute gift or to convey only a limited

estate.
The life-tenant or the holder of an estate for a term has the

right of letting the property for any period not exceeding his own

(1) Jwd.hir-el.KaMm.
(2) [1881],.L R., 9 I. A., 117, see p. M.
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interest, provided there are.no limitations on his power or his mode
of enjoyment. He is bound, however, to return the property on the
expiration of the period of his interest in proper order, natural
deterioration and the lawful enjoyment of the same excepted.

As under the Hanail Law, the donor may reserve a life-interest
in the usufruct of the property, so long as that reservation does
not interfere with the vesting of the property in the do :ee. For
example A may grant a tenanted house to B, conditioning that
during his lifetime he should receive the rent thereof. The prin-
ciple enun^dated- in Nawab Amjc4 AUXhan v. Mohamdj Begum(1)
is in accordance with this

As already explained, ruklia is a generic name for all limited Rukba.
estates under the Shiali Law. It includes both an 

'um.ra (a life-grant)and a sukna (right of habitation). When the usufruct Of a property
is given to another limited to the life of the donee it is gene-
rally called an 'umrr. When a house is given for residential purposes,
it is called a sukna. Under the Hanafi Law both these will come
under the head of an 'adria, but whereas an 'adriag is resumable at
the will of the donor or his heirs, an 'urnra or sukna Is operative for
the fixed term and cannot be resumed. 	 And the grant is not
invalidated by the sale of the property" for the purchaser takes
it subject to the grant.(2)

A person is entitled under the Shiab Law to crçate other limited Servitudes
rights over his property. For example, a person may give to an- ingeneral.
other a right of way over his land for a term, without giving rise to
a perpetual easement, or may authorise him to take water from his
cistern, &c. Such limited rights are also called rukbas in a restrictedsense. The word rukba used in this connection implies a servitude.

Settlements in favour of individuals or any particular "pu.
pose," (3) either made without limitation of time or for a definite
period are known as /ubs.(4) They may be in favour of one indi-
vidual or more, or in favour of a succession ol individuals or purposes.
When the hubs is for an indeterminate period, it comes to an end
on the death of the settlor (hdbis). If it is for a determinate length
of time, it comes to an end only on the expiration of the period

(I) 1186711 M00. 1. A., p.' 517.
(2) ShardyafljJ314m chapter on Sukna.-(3) E.g., A may settle his house on B or on B and after him on C, or. on amosque, or "assj his bondsman for the service of a family"; Shard,a.l.l8ldns. p. 241.'
(4) Rub-9 means literally "tying up."	 S -
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when it becomes part of the settler's heritage.(1) A hubs may

be created either directly or by means of trustees; but the legal
incidents are identical in either case.

In the case of Banoo Begum v. Mir Abed ANA the High
Court of Bombay emphatically recognised the validity of limited
estates under the Shiah Law.

The settlor or grantor of a limited estate has the power during
its sibsistence of dealing with the deferred interest "by way of sale,
gift and otherwise" provided there is no interference with the parti-
cular est.ate.(3) As already remarked, the purchaser's or donee'a
right is subject to the previously-created estate.

Gifts to in	 Where a gift is made to a minor, according to the HanafI Law,
fants, the possesion of any person in whose protection the infant is living

is sufficient. Among the Shiahs there are two divergent views.
According to the author of the Shardya possession should be taken
on behalf of the minor by a reon legally authorised to do so, or
by the Judge. According to the Shaikh (the author of the Mabsdt)

and the Usfili jurists, the possession of any person who is a guardian
de facto is sufficient. But even, according to the Sharáya where pos-
session has been obtained and held on behalf of a minor by a person

Gift to	 other than the father or the grandfather (or their executors) who
minors,

	

	 are the guardians de jure, the Court will not allow the gift to be in-
validated.(4)

The reciprocal consent of the parties and the deliv.ry of the
object into the hands of the donee suffice to validate a gift.

There is no particular formula prescribed for the purpose of
constituting a gift. If the act or declaration of the donor unequi-
vocally explains his intention it is sufficient. Thus the following
words, "I have given," "I have made a present," "I have yielded
the frill proprietorship of such an object to such a person," may be
used for the constitution of a gift.

The validity of a gift is established if the donor declares that he
has made the gift and has delivered the thing to the donee, even if the
object in question has remained in the possession of the donor.(5)

(1) Shard ya-uT-I8ldrn, p. 241.
(2) (190711. L., 32 Born., 172.
(3) ibid.
(4) The point. has been decided in accordance with this rule by the Calcutta

High Court.
(5) Jawd1iir.u-A'aidm chap. on Hiba.
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If the thiig given is in the hands of the douse at the time of Where

	

the contract no further seisin is necessary. 	 delivery of
possession

Nor is express transmutation necessary in the case of a gift not neces-
by a father or grandfather to an infant child, for their possession sary.

is tantamount to the minor's possession, such "persons being quail-
fled to constitute a gift and receive it in the name of the infant
donee.'

Where the donee is a minor, and cannot himself take posses-
sion of the subject of the gift, the donor may nominate trustees to
whom the property should be delivered in trust for the minor.

As under the Sunni Law, in considering the qñestion of delive1
of possession the relationship of the parties must be kept in view.
For example, if a husband makes a gift of a house or landed property
to his wife and contiiiues to reside in the house or to realise the rents
and profits of the estate, the gift will not be invalidated on that
ground, for those acts are explainable by the relationship of the donor
and. the donee.(1) Similarly, if the father were to make a gift of
his business to his minor son and to continue to manage it for him
or an uncle were to give some property to a nephew and were to
continue to be supported by te donee, the, gift would not be
invalid on that account.

Again, as under the Sunni Law the delivery of seisin must de-
pend on the nature of the subject of the gift. For example, a gift
of things contained in a box would be complete by delivery to the
donee of the key of the receptacle,, of immovable property in the
occupation of tenants either by the delivery of the title-deeds
or by requisition to the tenants to attorn to the donee,(2) of
zemindari rights by mutation of names in the Collectorate

Register.(3)
As already stated, the Shiah Law, does not recognise the objec- Gift of

tion founded on musluVa, viz., that the subject of the gift should form rnth'a

part of a property capable of division. Where a gift is made to two valid.

different dones, they do fiot become conjoint possessors; each be-
comes proprietor of the part that is given to him, when both have
accepted the gift. Where the acceptance is by one of , the d.oneee

(1) See Humera Bibi v. Najm-un-Nw2c Bib& (1905). I. T.., 28 AM., 147, and

the cases cited there; see ante, p. 122.
(2) Ibrahim v. Sh% Suleinan [1884], 1. L., 18 Born., 146.
(3) Sajjad S4hmad Khan v. Kadri Beguns (1895], L L., 18 AU., I.
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only, the gift is valid with regard to him but.inoperative'as regards
the one who has refused.

A father may validly give preference to one or more of his
• children over the others by making a gift, "but such gift consti-
tutes an act from which it is recommended to abstain."

Power of	 A gift made to the direct ascendants, in the first degree, of
revocation, the donor and to one's descendants and accepted by them is irre-

vocable.

The irrevocability of a gift to blood-relations other than parents
and children i8 likewise admitted. Married couples are in the same
position as relations by consanguinity.

A gift made to a stranger is revocable, so long as he thing
given is in existence in specie.

Where the object given has perished, the gift cannot be revok-
ed. In like manner a gift cannot be revoked if anything has been
received in exchange for it, though the exchange should be of little
value.

A gift is also irrevocable, if the subject-matter of the gift has
been sold for whatever price or otherwise alienated by the donee.

A. sale by the donor of the subject-matter of the gift, aft.e
transfer of possession has taken place (expressly or constructively)
is null, if the donee be a relative by consanguinity. Similarly,
if the donee be a stranger (i.e., not a relative by consanguinity)
if he had given anything in exchange for the gift.

But where the gilt is to a stranger without consideration even
though possession may have been transferred, the gift is annulled
by the sale. According to some jurists thegift renains valid
with the donor's right to revoke it; but the former opinion, soya
the author of the Sliardya, seems more correct.

Sale by the donor of the thing given remains valid if the
girt is annulled for illegality.

The two preceding principles are applicable to a sale by an
expectant heir of property belonging to his ancestor, whom he
believes to be alive, for the sale would be yalid if it should appear
that. the ancestor was ictually dead at the time.

A gift is constituted from the time of the seisin or transfer
and not from the date of the contract, that is, all the legal incidents
and the rights and obligations arising from the ,gift accrue from the
date when the donee takes possession of the thing given.
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This is contrary to the'caae cf a bequest, the right to which Power of
accrues to the legatee at the moment of the testator's decease, revocation
though the transfer may take place afterwards.

In case of a contest between the donor and the douse, the
donor purporting to have in fact constituted the gift but alleging
that he has not delivered it, his declaration will be accepted, but if
the donee affirm that the object was legally delivered to him, the
donor will have to establish his statement by proof.

So, a1so if a person were to say "I gave him and made him
the proprietor of it," and then deny having delivered 'possession.
For, it is possible that he may have made the second statement
(i.e., "made him the proprietor of it ") by way of re-affirmance
of the first, ('i.e.," I gave it to him,") and may not mean to imply
actual transfer.

In case of a revocation no indemnity is due to the donor, if the
object constituting the gift has suffered any injury.

Where the donor revokes a gift after the thing given has attain-
ed in itsel/ any increase in integral value, the augmentation ac-
crues to him.

When the increase or accretion, after the gift, can be separated
from the original subject of the gift, it belongs to the donee, but
any accretion before the seisin of the douse is the right of the
donor in case of revocation.

A gift made without any reserve is always presumed to be
made gratuitously.

Should the douse on his side give anything to the donor, the
gift would be irrevocable.

A gift made on condition that the donee should make some
present or offer some gratuity or service to the donor, is valid;
the gift will be revocable only if the donee do not fulfil the condi-
tion imposed.

Where the present or gratuity which the donee must give, or
the benefit which he must render, is not definite/he is free to fix it
according to his own wish, and the acceptance by the donor of such
present or gratuity from the donee makes the gift irrevocable.

The donee in the cases mentioned in the preceding paragraphá
cannot be compelled to give the present which has been fixed
upon; he has the right to refuse it, but in that event the donor
preserves the power of revoking the gift.
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If in the preceding case, the refusal of the donee has caused
the revocation of the gift, he is not held responsible for the
destruction or depreciation of the object given; for he has
dealt with a thing the proprietorship of which has been legally
tran'ferred to him.

There is some difference of opinion regarding the power of
revocation possessed by the donor in the case of a gift of a piece of
cloth, which, subsequent to the gift, has been dyed by the donee.
Those lawyers who hold that the use by the donee of the subject-
matter of the gift debars the right of revocation, are of opinion
that the dyeing of the cloth puts end to that right; others, who
do not hold that view, think dyeing not to be an impediment to
revocation, but that the donee only becomes entitled to the value
of the dye and to retain a lien over the cloth for such value.

Gift in	 A gift made during a serious illness is valid if the donor
death-ill-	 recovers; if he dies it is valid only with the consent of the heirs,ness.

	

	
and if they refuse, it is 'alid only to the extent of one-third of his
estate.

SECTION III.

GIFT OF A DEBT UNDER THE StrAH LAW.

As regards the gift of a debt to the debtor himself, I have
already pointed out the difference between the author of the
Mab8il4, unquestionably the greatest of the Shiah jurists, and the
author of the Shardga. The difference is not a subject of mere
antiquarian interest, for in one instance at least it has given rise to
considerable practical results.( 1)

The author of the Mabs2t says—" When some person has a
mdl owing from another, and makes a hiba of the earns to that
other, it is an ibrd (release) by the word hiba. And whether, for
the validity of a release., the acceptance of the person released is
requisite or not, there is a difference of opinion. One body [of
jurists] holds that for the validity of an ibrd, such acceptance is
necessary; and so long as the person released does not accept it
the release is not valid; and when not accepted, the right remains
intact. And this view is correct [lit, strong], in my opinion, for

(1) See Vol. TI, P. 444.
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when one person has a right against another, to discharge it is to
confer an obligation; but nobody can be compelled to accept an
obligation, otherwise [the result will he that] though he does not
accept, he 'will be forced to accept. [For that reason also] in the

case of a gift of 'am (specific property) it is required that there

should be acceptance; and without acceptance a Itiba is not valid.

Another body says that the ibni is valid, whether the person who

is liable accepts it or rejects it."(l)

Similarly, the jurist Abil Zulira states in the Ghunia, that " if Gift of a.
a person were to make a gift to another of what is due to him, debt
that is a release by the word hiba; it is necessary, however, that '-'cOntd.

the person from whom the debt is owing should consent to such
discharge, for a discharge is conferring.an  obligation on the debtor,
and there is no compulsion in the acceptance of a mere.
obligation.' '(2)

The author of the S/iardya, on the other hand expresses a
different opinion. He states that the gift of a debt to the debtor
himself is valid and operates as a release, and "in release (ibrd),

acceptance (by the donee) is not a condition according to the
correct view.' '(3) The "correct view " seems to be his own
opinion. The aithor of the Jawdhir, after giving the dicta from the
Mabs, the Ghunia, the Sardir, the Intisdr, and other works of high
repute both among the Uslis and the Akhbâris, says that the opinion
of the Mohakkik(4) refers only to cases wher2 the obligation is

,T,, LN	 J11 i	 (1)

r	 (•1 55) j,;	 2.3:'	 iyU. (:/O Jt	 ii btL

L1' ys.iJ(; 3	 3	 , &	 oi

•/O	 t1 &^I,	 ,,;	 .	 i; L31 _c	 L.c'

r )1 4,i.JJ jy	 Y &Ic U'. &iJ,c J	 jjj

)	 ti; .'	 Ls L.^L: If X -kl

*	 ,I 3tl $.LIC ,y6 3 U	I yi ji

'•:	 JJ3	 Lji	 ,	 L_-.a. , (2)

	

•	 ,j1

* £Li j,.; L1
(3) Shardya.u1.Itám, p. 242.
(4) The author of the Shardya.ul-I3lam.
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Gift of a one-sided; for example, where one person owesowes to another a awn ofdebt td
	 money, the creditor ma;, release or discharge the debtor. and, in—COfl 

order to effectuate such a discharge, the acceptance of the donee

(the debtor) is not a condition precedent. But when the creditor
has also certein obligations to perform, his dieha'rge of the (Iebor
(without the debtor's consent) would not absolve him from the
liability to which he is subject. For example, ii A agrees to
pay to B 300 dirhems, on he ooulitio that B should supply him
for five years with the fruit of his garden, unless the contract is
put an end to by mutual consent, a release by B to A in respect
of the 500 dirherns, would not absolve B from the liability of
supplying the fruit for the period agreed upon. Again, suppose A- contracts to serve B fur five years on Condition of receivixig a monthly
stipend of fi :e dirhems, an.i B without; the concci of A and hcfr
the expiration of the period, declares that he ha& no need for the
service of A, in such a ease he would not he nhsoied from the
liability of paying the stipeini fixed upon for the fcil perjod.

Viewed in the light, in which the author oF the JcvóIir pub.
it, the opinion of the autLor of the S/ardya would seem to be little
different from that of his groat prodecesor  

Wr die Shaikh and
his disciples only say tit a (Iiicharge ancL be' g yen efiect to
against the ujm of the obligor ; he may accept it 01 reject i; lii
acquiescence is tantamount to acceptance.



CHAPTER VI.
A

THE LAW OF GIFTS ACCORDING TO THE SHAFEr
DOCTRINES.

A GRATUITOUS transfer of property is called a gift. When Shàfei
suck transfer is made with the object of receiving reward in doctrines.
another world, it is a sadaka.h; when made with the object of
testifying respect for the donee, it is a hadia or present. The
condition, essential to the validity of a Mba, is that there should be an
offer on the part of the donor and acceptance on the part of the
donee in terms, although in the case of a present, it is not
necessary that th offer or ac.eptance should be express ; it is suff ient
if the object is brought by the donor, and the. donee takes
possession theicof. A gift may be constitutd by the use of the
following exprc.ssion :--'' I wish you to inhabit this house of mine,
and after your death it will go to your heirs ;" " I wish you to
inhabit it " (this is according to the doctrine embraced by Shâfel
in his second period); orfinally by saying " after your death it
will revert to me." On the subject of the validity of a gift made
in the following terms, Shâfei held a different view in his second
period from that which he entertained before; " I grant you the
usufruct of this house for life," or " 1 make a gift of it to you for life,
that is to say, in case of your pre-decease, it will revert to me,
and in case of my pre-decase, it shall be irrevocably yOurs."

However, in our time both opinions of the imârn are equally in force
in "our school," and whilst some regard such gifts as valid,
others hold them invalid. The former opinion is preferable.

Anything which may form the subject of sale or barter may W7 ljat way
form the subject of gift ; but every object not subject to sale, such form the
as a thing usurped or unknown, or an animal that has escapedis subject of a

not capable of being made the subject of a gift. The gift of a debt gift
involves the remission of the debt ; if it is made to the debtor it is

(1) The following principles are taken chiefly from the Mnhidj.tf.Tdljbfn
but are by no means exhaustive.
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valid; but if made to a third person, it is open to. question.

According to some, it is valid.
As for the proprietorship of the object given, it is only

transferred when the donee takes actual possession of the subject of
the gift, with the donor's consent. When one of the parties dies
between the making of the gift and the taking of possession, his
heirs are placed in his position.

It is laid down by the traditions that parents, provided they
are not notoriously bad characters, have the power to divide their
property equally among their children by donations inter vivos

without distinction of sex, though others hold that they should
not thus destroy the effect of the rule relating to sucession.

Revocation. A father has the right of revoking a gift made by him to his
children, provided the donee has not irrecoverably disposed of
the object received. So also other ascendants with respect to
gifts made to grandchildren and their descendants. But where
the donee makes a disposition which leaves the right of proprietorship
intact, like mortgage, conditional gift (at least so long as
possession has not passed), conditional enfranchisement, or
even, according to " our doctrine," a contract of lease, the right of
revocation is not lost. In case the donee should have lost the
proprietorship of the object beforehand and should recover it
subsequintly, the right of revocation is not revived, and if, in
the meanwhile, there has been an accretion to the subject of the
gift, the revocation can only take effect if the increment has become
incorporated with the object, but not where the increment .exists
separately. A revocation may be made in the following terms:
"I revoke my gift," or " I reclaim the object," or "I wish the
object to become my property again," or "I wish to iireak my
gift," but it cannot be made impliedly by a subsequent disposition
of the thing given, such as by sale, wak/, gift to another person or
enfranchiseient.

If a gift is made with the express stipulation that there
should be no consideration, the right of revocation is not accord-
ed to any one but the ascendants, whereas a gift with no such
stipulatio4 is supposed to have been made without hope of con-
sideration if the donee is in any way inferior in social position to
the donor, and even if he is iuperior. "Our doctrine" goes
still further; it accepts the same principle if the two persons are

.-	 ..	 .
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quite equal. Where a consideration is obligatory, but has not
been settled at the time of the contract, it must be of the value
of the thing given; and, under these circumstances, the donor has
the right to revoke the gift if the donee neglects to pay the
consideration.

The validity of a gift made on condition of a fixed considera-
tion is permitted; the gift must, however, be considered like a
sale; but, according to " our doctrine," a gift made on the
especial condition o' an unfixed consideration is null and void.

In the case of a present made to another, the thing in which
it is delivered is considered as part of the present, and where it is
customary need not be returned, e.g., the basket that cDntains
dates is not returned. Othcrwise the package remains in the
hands of the donor, and the donee can make no other use of it
than in using it for that specific purpose.



- CHAPTER VII.

THE HANAFI LAW RELATING TO WAKE OR TRUSTS.

SECTION I.

-GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
Origin of	 TnE law relating to Trusts orwak/ is by far the most importantwakf. branch of the Mahommedan Law. The doctrine has been recognised

and enforced in the Mussulinan system from the earliest times.
Historically its origin is traced to the direct prescriptions of the
Prophet.( 1) "The validity of u'a/r," s.ays the Gkdi d- Bayda, "is
founded on the rule laid down by the Prophet himself under the
following circumstances, and handed down in succession by Ibn
'Anf, Nâf'è and Ibn Omar as stated in the Jdm'aa u-Tirrniz.
Omar had acquired a piece of land in (the canton of) Khaibar, and
proceeded to the Prophet and sought his counsel, to make the
most pious use of it, (whereupon) the Prophet declared, 'tie up the
property (asi or corpus) and devote the usufruct to human beings,
and it is not to be sold or made the subject of gift or inheritance;
devote its-produce to your children, your kindred, and the poor in
the way of God.' In accordance with this rule Omar dedicated
the property in question, apd the wak/ continued in existence for
several centuries until the land became waste." The author of
the Path ul-Kadir, a work of great authority among the Sunnis,
states that the law of wak/ has its origin with the Prophet himself,
who, besides. having prescribed the above rule to Omar, is reported
to have declared that all human actions end with the life of the
individual, except such benefactions as are perpetual in their
character; and that, in accordance with these principles, trusts or
dedications were frequent ;n the lifetime of the Prophet and the
early centuries of Islam. The author gives examples of such

(I) "Jmm Shê.fei has stated that according to his knowledge the institutionof toak/ did not exist among the people of the J41ily:t (the Ignorance);" (,J6J.i1.yet is the designation applied to the pre-Islamic period); the Aa'ad/.
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wa1-18, some of whicii were in existence at the time when he was
writing his work, e.g., the wokf by the Prophet himself of a piece
of land which he had acquired in the canton of Kbaibar for the
support of travellers; the wak/ of Omar of the land called Sammdgh
in the same canton for his chfl1ren, kindred, and the poor; of

Zubair ibn Awwâm( 1) for his daughter; of Arkam in favour of his
son; of Aba Bakr(2) in favour of his children; of S'aad ibn Abi
Wakkô.s(3) of his lands in Medina and Egypt for his children "which
still exists; " and of Osmân(4) of his lands called Baruah, "which
still continu.es."(5)

The doctrine of  wakf is thus interwoven with the entire
religious life and social economy of the Mussulmans.

Trusts in the Mu.ssulmau system may, for the sake of COfl' The clasj-
venience, be divided under three heads, viz., public, quei-public, and fication of
private. This will probably indicate the division adopted by the Othf

Arabian jurists, who group wakfa or trusts under the following three
heads, viz.

(a) Trusts in Lavour of the affluent and indigent alike.
(b) Trusts in favour of the affluent and then for the indient.(6)
(c) Trusts in favour of the indigent alone.

Trusts for public works of utility which are dedicated to the
pablic at large, though classed, under the first head, have a
distinctive name. They are called wa/c/s for dli, ui-'admma, and
differ in one feature from other wak/s. For example, a bridge
constructed by a private individual and dedicated as a public
bighvay for the people at large without any restriction, comes
under the direct control or supervision of the Sovereign (Sultan)
and his representative, the Kâzi, whereas in the case of other trusts
the Kân can interfere only at the instance of some of the benefi-
ciaries. So is the case of a Masji-a1-Jdmaa, the public mosque,
whether erected by the Sovereign or a private individual, which is
peculiarly under the upervision of the Kâzi.

(1) Anephew 0 fthe Prnphet..
) The fint.

(3) The conqueror of Persia under tho Caliph Oa
(4) The third Caliph.
(5) See 'F-cat, Chapter on the Mouko/ ifciiiir4.
(8) jlad4 uj.Mig),j,., VoL III, p. 552 a000rdJng to the Aaedf the Prophet

created t'even wafrje in Med ma.
AA, XL 13
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These masdlih-uZ-'c4mm4 I designate as. public walc/s. But
there is a large body of trusts which without; being public, trusts,
partake something of that character. I have thought it expedient
to include them wider the head of quasi-public wok/s.

By quasi-public wak/s, therefore, I mean those trusts, the
primary and initial object of which is, partly, to provide for a
general pious purpose, and partly, for the benefit of particular
individuals or class of individuals which may be the settlor's

- family.
By private wakf8, I mean those trusts, the primary object of

which is to make a provision for private individuals, including the
wdki/'s family or relations.

Definition	 Wakafa literally means "I have bound up or detained" and
of wa&('. is applied to the tying up of animals, such as a horse or 'camel.

Technically oras the Arabian jurists put it, "in the language of
the law,'.' it signifies the 44tion or consecration of property,
either in express terms or by implication, for any charitable or
religions object, or to seere any benefit to human beings-( 1) To
use the curt but expressive language of the Moslem .lawyers a
dedication to any good purpose [wujilh ..ul-brr-wa'l .ihsdn of the

Hanafi Sbiahs, or wujt2h-ul-khair wa'l birr of the Hauafis(2)] is a wakf. The
terms hirr and khair include all good and pious acts and objects.(3)
To make a provision for one's self is regarded by Hanafi lawyers as
an act of khair, for the Prophet declared a man giving subsistence
to himself as giving charity,(4) and settlements upon one's family
are approved of and regarded as lawful by all the schools.

Mohammed	 in the case of Moiwmnte4 Sadik v. Mahommed AU and OtheT8,(5)
Sadik V.
Rohammed the Law Officers of the Budder Dewanny Adawlut stated that wakf
AU and	 according to the. opinion of Aba Yusul and Mohammed (which on
others, this point is adopted as law) implies the relinquishment of the pro-

prietary right in any article of property such as lands, tenements and
the 

I 
re8t;(6) and consecrating it in such manner to the service of God

Ad it may be of benefit to men, provided always that the thing appro-

(I) HeL II(Ar.), p. 887; Gh4il-v2.Bayan; FaA i'2-Kadiri,, loco.
(2) Diuv-sa-MiW&r, P. 410.
(3) Had. fl (Ar.), p. 888, see post.
(4) Ibid, p, 891.
(5) Sal. Rep. L,p. 17.
(6) Waghaira; this doe, not mean snoh like things but other objects.
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prialed be at the time of appropriation the property a/ the appropri-
ator." This definition I shall explain fully later on.

According to Abü Haulfa, the legal meaning of walc/ is the
detention of a specific thing in the ownership of the wdki/ or appro,
pmito, and the devoting of its profits in charity on the poor or otherg()

.id chjecte(1) in the manner of an adriat or commodate loan,(2)
but not being absolute in its nature, it is revocable by the u'dkif,
and he is at liberty to dispose of it according to his own will. Abü

lianifa, further, thought that the right of the appropriator was
extinguished only after the Judge had made his decree, and the mode
in which such a decree could be cbtained, as suggested by Aba
iianifa, was for the dedicator to deliver the subject of the wak/
to the mntwdlli or curator and then demand it back on the ground
that the wak/ was no binding [on him], whereupon the Judge
would pronounce his decree holding the dedication to he obligatory,
a:d it woulil then b come so.

This primitive and unpractical notion was never accepted as
ia'v among his followers. In the Fdth ul-Kadir, Aba HanIfa's
notion on this point has been combated and refuted by liadIses
(trucl.itions) from the Prophet himself.(3)

.'ccording to Ahil Yusuf, wak/ is the detention of a thing in Abü
iie -0-P l ied ownership of Almighty God, in such a manner that YUSUPS

rule recNp:ofits ma y be applied for the benefit of human beings, and the nised as
icatien Ic/men once made, is absolute, so that the thing dedicated law.

Ct/fl neither be sold, nor given nor inherited. Mohammed, the
f0llow-di0iI of Abü Yusuf, agrees with him on this point, but he
hink.s that the right of the wdkif does not cease in the property

until he has appointed a rnvtwdllj or curator and delivered it into
his hands.

According to Ahfm Yusuf, the dedication becomes absolute
the right of the person making it becomes extinguished by the

mere fact of his declaration that he dedicates it, or has dedicated

(1) Hed. II (Ar.), p. 891 ; see also the
(2) Thid, p. 857. 'Adriat is resuinal,le at the will of the lender. Mr.

Billie's note on this 'subject is worth inserting here.
This does not mean that the profits are merely to be lent; but that the

objects of the waif are to have the same benefit from it as if the subject of it
were lent to them in the manner of an 'adriat, when they would have the use of it,
or, in other words, its profits or usufruct, for their own benefit so long as it re-
mained in their possession," Baillic's Dig., 2nd Ed., p. 557.

(3) Fatdwai Alamgiri, Vol. II, p. 464; see post.
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it.(1) This rule of law laid down by AbâYusuf is in force among

all the Hanafi jurists. The great ' Digest prepared under the

command of Aurang.zeb expressly declares that, on the question

of the. completion of the wak/, " decrees in this country are given

according to the doctrine of Aba Yusuf." • Mohammed's views

were adopted only by some of the Bokhariot schoolmen and have
no application in any other part of the Sunni world.(2)

SECTION 11.

CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE WAKIF.

Conditions	 '' The same- conditions which are essential for the validity of
necessary mere acts of bounty," says the Fat/i ul-KadIr, " ere requisite to
for creatim,

, the valid constitution of .a wok!, that is, the wdki/ must be free,
, valid
w4ki/. must be adult, and must he posse:ed of understanding.'' It is

also a condition," adds the author, " that it should not be depen-
dent for its operation upon a con tir.gency which. may. or may not

happen." . . . '' For* example, if a man were to say ' this land
of mine will uccoiue thdicatcd if my son arewc.s at home on
such a day,' the land will not become dedicated even should the
son arrive on that day.' '(3)

As a general rule, it may be stated that all persons who are
competent to make a valid gift are a.h:o competent to cobstitute a

valid wak/. The consecrator must be (a) free, i.e., not a slave

(b) must be,sane; and (e) must be adult, in other words, must

(I) In the case of Doe dem. Abdooliah Jiibtr v. ,Jauu Bebc lIStS], Fulton,
p. 345, the learned Judges distinctly said that. according to the inodrin
doctrine of Mahommedan jurists and lwycr, AbS \osut's opinhn on this
pout is considered better Law.

(2) Tai-hil. Mr. Baillie has entirely misconstrued the passsgc in the .Eatdwo
Alamgiri (Vol. II., p. 455), in saying that decisions are bothwaye. The pugo
in question aflordsno wart ant for that construction. It runs thus :-According
to Abü Yusuf, the right of the udki/ becomes extinguished immediately on the
declaration, and that also is the opinion uf the three Iniiinss [Mãlik,#Shâfet and
Ibo Hanbal] and of the bulk of the learned, and is followed b y the Jurists of Balkh.
and on that is the Fatwa; so in the Fr.Us aj.Kadir and Munich. And on that is
the Fatwa, so says the Sirdj. u1-lVandj also."

"Mohammed a'eid that the right is not extinguish ed until the woksl consigns
the property to a trustee, and the Sirájia says the FaLwa is thereon; and so

the Khuldea." As I shall show later on, the law laid down by Abu Yusuf is jis
force universally among the Hanafi Sunnis.

(3) See po8t.
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have attained that age when, according to his personal law, it
would be presumed he has acquired sufficient discretion or under-

standing to comprehend the y4ture of his act.

All the schools are agreed respecting the capacity of the wki/. Capacity of

And of the wdki/," says the Shardya, "it is required that he the wáki/.

be of full age, sound understanding, and unrestrained in the use
or disposition of his property." So the Fathwai Alamgiri,-
"among the conditions (of wak/) are understanding and puberty
(on the. part of the wdki/) as a wakf by a boy or an insane person
is not valid." But the action of a mere imbecile is not absolutely
invalid. " If a person who is imbecile," says the Radd ui-Mulztdr,
"makes a walc/ upon himself and after him upon some other purL
pose which does not fail, it is valid according to Aba Yusuf, but
the latter will take effect. only upon its being sanctioned by the
Judg ."

Where, therefore, a person, who, without being absolutely non
corn pos mentis, is so weak in intollect., that he cannot understand
the na-ture of his acts, makes a wakf in his own favour with
remainder in favour of others, such wak/ is valid so far as the
settlement on himself is concerned, and with regard to the remain-
der it would be valid with the sanction of the Judge.

Any person who is sane and adult may constitute a wak/.
But the same circumstances which may avoid a gift, viz., undue
influence (ikrh), fraud, or want of comprehension may avoid a
w.rk/. In the case of Nawab Asghur Ally v. Deiroos Banoo Begum,( 1) .ffawab
the appellant had, in the year 1852, executed a wakfn4mali 489h14r

dedicating all her properties for certain pious purposes. Upon a Dlrs
suit by the respondents to remove her from the management of J3anoo
the wak/ on the ground of misfeasance, the High. Court held asC.

follows :-

"The Judge holds that the defendant oannot now be allowed
to say that she misunderstood the effect of the words she used or
of the acts by which she consummated the wak/, and under ordi-
nary circumstances no doubt a person would be rightly presumed
to have known the consequence of his own deliberate act, but in
this case the matter is somewhat different. The defendant is a
pardanashin Mahommedan lady, unable to read and write and

(1) [1875), 15 B. L. R. 167.
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Nwab	 generally ignorant as are most of her class; she has been, examined,
A8gliur	 and she swears positively that she did it understand the meaning

Dth•003	
of the deed which she executed. She admits her wish to keep her

Banoo	 estate for the purpose of perpetuating certain ceremonies in
Begum V. memory of her mother, and out of the hands of her legal heirs, and
contd.

that to this end she, by the advice of her confidential servant Au

Jameen, signed a deed which she was told would have that effect.
She swears positively that the. taaatn.arnah was only read over to

her in Persian, a language which she did not understand, and that
she had no idea of divesting hersel f by it of her proprietary rights.

No evidence has been given to rebut this statement; only one
witness to the tauiia.tnanzah, Ahdool Azcez (summoned by the
defendant), has been examined, and he does not prove that the
deed was ever read to the Be.guni, in Hindustani, a language which
she understood, or that its purport was explained to her. Her

own acts have been, from the first, absolutel y inconsistent with a
knowledge that she had divested herself of her rights as proprietor

by the tauiiatnamah. From a time shortly after its execution we

find her dealing with the property just as if it were still her own,
selling,, buying, borrowing, granting muktirrari leases and exer-

cising all the usual rights of ownership, and making everything a

public as possible by registering the documents ailecting these
conveyances. I find, moreover, that long after the tauliatnamah

was executed (namely, in 1871), the Collector of the 24-Pergunnahs

gave pottahs to Deiroos Banoo Begurn, and treated her as the pro-

prietor of her estate, and this is a further argument in favour of
the property never having been considered an endowment for public
purposes under Regulation XIX of 1810. It is, moreovcr,
hardly likely that had Deiroos.Banoo Begurn known what wa

the real effect of making a wak/, she would have headed her re-

ceipts for rents paid by the ryota with her name as mutwalli and a
• description of the estate as a wa.k/ mehal, and still have gone on

disposing of the property at her pleasure, and as if she had made

no wak/ at all. From first to last, as it seems to me, her acts

denote a person endeavouring to make such an arrangement of her

property as would defeat the claims of her heirs and permit of the
estate being retained for particular purposes, but always consi-
dering that she still retained the right to do what she pleased with

the property so long as she lived."
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But when a wak/ has been created by a formally registered A wa/àf by
document by a person who is sui juris, and there is no reason to a 8UiJUri8

suppose that the settlement has been brought about by undue person.
influence or fraud, it will not be set aside. Nor, when a wakf is
created in express terms, can the u'dki/ turn.round afterwards and

- say that he did not know the meaning of the word wakf or that he
did not intend to create awakf.(1) In Fatima Bibi v. The Advocate- Fatima
General,(2) it appeared that the plaintiff, a Mahommedan lady of the Bibi v. The

Sunni sect, by an indenture dated the 16th of November 1866, Ge,al.5
conveyed all her properties in trust for the purposes set forth in the
deed, primarily for herself and her children and other descendants
and ultimately for the poor. In 1881 she desired to revoke the
trust. Upon a case stated under section 527 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, West, J., held as follows :-

"A wakf must be certain as to the property appropriated, un-
conditional and not subject to an option. It must too have a final
object whioh cannot fail, and this object, it seems, must, according
to the better opinions, be expressly set forth. In the deed now in
question it is set forth, and the reserve to the plaintiff for her life
of the annual profits does not invalidate it, as such a consequence
arises only when there is a provision for the sale of the corpus of
the property and an appropriation of the proceeds for the donatrix.
In the case of Deiroos Banoo Begum v. Nawab Syud Ashgur Au, a
delication of property in wak/ was declared invalid on the grouna
that the donatrix, an illiterate woman, though a wealthy one, had
not really known what she was doing in endowing the imambaráh.
The imamharah was within her own house, she had appointed her-
self joint mutwalli and her co-mutwalil had died. The property
had never been treated as dedicated to a public religious establish-
ment within the meaning of Act XX of 1863. Everything went
to show that there had not been a true dedication, but the learned
Judge, who pronounced the decision of the Court, said that if the
instrument of wak/ had been 'really and knowingly executed by
the lady defendant, it would have bound Delroos Banoo Begum
without the power of revocation.' In the present case the direct
ownership of the property was completely parted with. There
was, it is said, a want of discretion on the part of the plaintiff,

(1) See post.
(2) [1882], I. L., 6 Born., 42.
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and certainly a dedication made by a girl of fourteen is not to be

upheld without enquiry, but here the transaction was never ques-
tioned by the plaintiff's husband during his life, and the plaintiff
herself has for fifteen years confirmed her own early act by a
continued acceptance of the profits of the estate from the trustees.
She cannot now say with any reason that the dedication, was
invalid on account either of its ceremonial defects or of a want of

an effectual aôcompanying volition."

Is Ran not	 Islam is not a necessary condition for the constitution of a
necessary wak/. Any person of whatever creed may create a u'ak/, but
to create a

the law requires that the object for which the dedication is made
should be lawful according to the creed of the dedicator as well
as the Islamic doctrines. Divine approbation being the essential

element in the constitution of a wafc/, if the object for which a dedi-

cation is made is sinful, either according to the laws of Islam or to
the creed of the dedicator, it would not be valid. Consequently,
a Moslem cannot make a dedication in favour of an idol, a
non-Moslem place of worship, or any other object which is held as
unlawful or sinful in his law, nor can a non-Moslem validly make
a dedication for a Moslem place of worship. But in either case the
dedication may be effectuated by the consent of the heirs after

the decease of the ?vdki/. The Fctdwai Alanujiri lays down the

rule in a rather bald fashion :-" If a Zimm.i should give his mami-

sion as a Masjid or place of worship for Mussulmans and construct
it as they are accustomed to do, and permit them to pray in it,
and he should then die, it would become the inheritance of his
heirs.''(l) Stated in this form the rule is unintelligible, but the

principle is explained, as I have mentioned above, in the Fath ul-

KadIr. No person has a right to withdraw a portion of his pro-
perty which would devolve upon his heirs, for purposes considered
as sinful in his creed without the assent of the heirs whose rights
are interfered with. Such assent may be given either at the
time of the dedication or after the inheritance has opened. But
where an object is not sinful according to the laws of the dedicator

(if non-Moslem) and is lawful according to the laws of the

Moslems, the wak/ is valid by consensus. For example, if a Christ-

ian were to make a dedication for a building, where the Almighty

God may be worshipped according to the rites of Islam (without

(1) Fa4wai Aiamgiri, Vol. II, p. 526.
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interfering in any way with his own residence), such a dedication
would be valid. Similarly, if a Moslem were to make a dedica-
tion for Unitarian worship, such a wak/ would (I submit), be in

conformity with the principle enunciated in the Path ul-KadIr.

According to the Bahr-ur-Rdik, it is lawful for a Moslem
to create a wak/ in favour of the non-Moslem poor and destitute.

Similarly he can endow a school for the education of non-Moslem
children and vice versa.

There is some difference of opinion about the validity of a WaIc/8

wak/ created by an apostate from Islam. According to the jurist created by

	

Ibn Shahna, all wak/s created by him in favour of the	
n apostate

e poor or for from Islam.
pious purposes of a general character remain operative. But
wa1fs created in favour of individuals, against the interests of
heirs, are voided. According to others, all wak/s created previous
to apostacy are avoided, and such property becomes on his death
part of his inheritance to which the right of heirs attaches.
Should he, however, return to Tsbim before his death, the waXfs

come into operation again.
But the u'aA'/ made by an apostate after his apostacy isvalid.(1)
If a woman were to make a waXf and then apostatise, her walf

weuld nc,t he :oided. (2)

SECTION Ill.

TI-iF SUBJECT-MATTER OF THE DEDICATION.

The subject-matter of the dedication must be the lawful property Th"o subject.
of the wciki/ at the time the u'ak/ is made that is he must be in a matter Of

wekf must
position to exercise dominion over it.(3) Consequently, if a 'icak/ be the pro.
is made by a person of some property which he has unlawfully perty

acquired, it would be invalid, although he may subsequently the wakz/.

purchase it from the lawful owiier.(4) So also, when a man
makes a naA/, for certain good purposes, of land belonging to
another, and then becomes the proprietor of it, the u'ak/ is not
lawful; but it would become validly dedicated if ratified by the

(1) Bahr-er.R; Radd nl-Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 557
(2) Sarh-i- Tandu'j.
(3) Fatdwal Alani girl, Vol. II. p. 457 	 1 'onstrue	 i.Ji JLJ 1 as meaning.

property of which the person purporting to dedicate i l, i in lawful possession.
(4) SA2rlz-j-Tdheawi; Fadwai Atamgiri, Vol. II, p. 4.7.
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proprietor. Accordingly, when a person purports to make a wak/
of property which does not belong to him, and such wakf is
subsequently ratified by the true owner, the dedication is valid.

When a person makes a bequest of some property to another,
and the legatee, prior to the death of the testator and before the
legacy has vested in him, makes a wakf thereof, it is invalid.

Similarly, if a person were to buy a property with an option on
the part of the seller (to cancel the sale) and to make a wak/ thereof,
and the seller were then to confirm the sale, the wakf nevertheless
would not be valid, according to the Baitr-ur.Ldj1, or, if
the donee of a piece of land were to make a wok! of it before he has
obtained possession, and were then to get possession, the wakf
would not be valid according to the Fat/i ul-Kad5'r.

In other words, a wa/if of property before the full proprietary
right has vested in the person appropriating is not valid. There
are certain exceptions, however, to this rule.

Vak/ of	 'If possession were taken of land given by an invalid gift, and
roperty in

it were then made a wa/if, it would be lawful according to the, hich the
idkij has Bahr-ur-Rdik, the donee being responsible for its value. 	 And ifot full	 one wee to purchase a house by an invalid sale,roprietary	 take possession,

and then make a wa/if of the same in favour of the poor, the wa/if
would be lawful and operative according to the Fatdwai Kdzi
Klzdn, with the responsibility for its value to the seller but
if the wak/ were made before taking possession i would not be
valid according to the MuhIt."

"When a man buys land by a valid sale, and makes a wa/if of
it before taking possession and paying the price, the matter is in
suspense until he pays the price and takes possession when the
wa/cf is lawful; but if he were to die without leaving any property,
the land would be sold and the wa/cf would be voided says Fakih (the
Jurist) Abu'l Lais. And if a right is established in the property

kf of	 after the creation of the wakf, or if it is claimed by a person tinder

O a right of pre-emption after the wa/cf by the buyer has been made,
se or	 the waki s void according to the Nahr-v1-Fdj/i."(l)
rtgage is	 It is not necessary that the entire subject-matter of the wa/ifid.

	

	
should be actually in the possession of the wa/if at the time of
the wa/f, for the consecrator may validly include in the wa/if any

(1) Fatdwai Alamgiri, Vol. II, p. 457.
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property which he may subsequently acquire.(l) Nor is it neces-

sary that the property which is dedicated should be entirely free
from the rights or claims of other parties. Accordingly, a
property which is leased to tenants, or which is under mortgage,
or held in pledge, can be validly dedicated.(2)

It is not a condition., "says the Fadwai Alaniyfri," that the Freedom
property dedicated should be free from the rights of others (hakk-ul- from rights
ghair) as in the case of pledge and bailment, so that if one were to
give a lase of his land and were then to make a wakf of it before dition.
the expiration of the term, the wak/ would be binding, according
to its conditions, and the contract of lease would riot be voided,
but oil 	 expiration of the term the land would revert to the
purposes to which it was dedicated. In like manner, if a man
were to mortgage his land, and then dedicate it before redeeming
it, the wak/ vioud take effect ( ), but the land would not
be withdrawn in the same way from the mortgage and if it should
remain for yeas in the hands of the rnor'gagee and then be
redeemed, it would revert to the uses for which it waa made wak/.
And if the mortgagor should die before redemption, yet if he
should leave sufficient inheritance to redeem the land, it is to be
red.erned and the wakf would take effect. But if he should
not leave enough. for that purpose, the land maybe old and
the UA/ would hc-eone void. In the case of a lease, when either the
lessor or lessee dies the leasee becomes void, and the wakf imme-
diately takes effect; .o in the Fath ul-Kadir.''(3)

When the land is sold for the payment of the mortgage-debt,
the waA-/ is not voided in its entirety; the wak/ attaches to the
balance of the sale . proceedr after the payment of the debt.

The passage in the Durr-ul -Mukhtdr(4) is as follows :-" And the
wakj is void of a mnortgaee who is insolvent ) and of a per-
son whose debts surround his assets and who consecrates his pro.

(1) 8autayr., p. 389.
(2) Dur-u1-M'uk1Ldr, p. 416; Rode VI-Muh'dr, Vol. PT, p. 605 : Fa(dwaj

Alrirngiri, Vol. II, p. 438; Falh 1J-Xadr, Vol. II, p. 460; Dvrr-ulMvkhár,
p. 419; Tahil; Ohdit .ulBayn The Radd 121-Ofuhtdr says :-" The walcf of leasedproperty, according to the Bar, is valid, and on the expiration of the term or
the death of either the lesror or lessee t would be applied to the purposes of the
walcf."

(3) Fatdwaj Alamgjrj, Vol. Ir, p. 4.58; Fath ul-Kadir, Vol. II, p. 038.
(4) Durrsj1.3fuj7,. p. 417.
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perty whilst suffering from a mortal illness, contrary to the case

of one [a debtor] who dedicates in health if it is made before the

issue of a fiat of inhibition. So if he has made a conditIon that his

debts should be discharged out of the income of the wakf it is valid.

And if he has made no such condition [even] then his debts would
be paid out of the balance of the income which remains after dis-
charge of his requirements without extravagance. Should the wáki/

have made thd wak/ in favour of any person other than himself, the
income will be specially for such person. So in the Fai4wai-Ih, (tt)

Nujairn. . . . But in the M'rt2zdt (Ordinances o Multi Ahft

it is stated that a question was submitted to him regarding the

alidity of a walcf made by a person who, in order to escape

from his debts (J -; )(1) made a wa1/ on his children, and

he (the Mufti) answered such walcf is not correct and will not be

operative, and the Kazis are prohibited from giving effect to such
a wakf."(2)

The same principle is stated in almost ideneal terms in the

Bahr-ur-Ráilc and, according to Tahtwi. there 13 absolute conte-

sus on the subject. The rule enunciated was given effect to in the

case of Shahzadee i1aara Bt'gum v. .K1ua Jkssein Ali Kan,(3)

where it was held that the existence of a mortgage at the time

at which the endowment was made does not render the endowment
invald under the AlAoinmedan Law.

(1) In the .Mojmu'u Joe' Ida, t I iis is given as	 c ,.	 the ZtI'3ciri/,

'cc., p. 528.
(2) "This edict," esys Tahtiwi, "was i:ed by o,.-.r Lord the Sultan " (of

Turkey) "along with the one prohibiting the hearing of 0;kiin q after On o 1PpC (i
fifteen years." Evi(k.ntly the council of the Sultan ud to is.e edicts for iF,
better administration of the law.

1 3) [1869]. 12 W. R., 498. In this case, Peacock, C. J., after quoting the
pas.sage from the Faldwaf Alumgiri given in the text, said as follows:—" As I
understand this pa-iage, it ii intended to point out that if after the mortgage
the moitgagor endows the land and dies preiously to redemption 1eaing suffi-
cient assets, the heirs are bound to apply those asests to the redemption of the
mortgage, 6o that the endowment ma y take effect free from the mortgage
by the application of the other assets of the endower." Referring to the pas-
sage dealing with the circumatance of the mortgagor not leaving sufficient assets
the Chief Justice said as follows :-" The meaning of that, as I understand it, is
that the land will be liable to be sold by the mortgagee and the endowment
rendered void, that is, the mortgagee will have power to enforce the mortgage by
the bale of the land, if necessary, and the endowment will be rendered void as
against the purchaser under the mortgage. It does not, as I understand, mean
that the endowment will be rendered void as against the heirs of the endolleL"
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The voidance of the lease on the death of the lessor or the

lessee is a natural consequence of the principle of the ilanafi Law,

which holds that a lease or ijdra cannot last beyond the lifetime

of the lessor or the lessee. In India, however, where leases are
often of a permanent character the principle stated in the text
does not apply. It follows that where a piece of land. which is

- already leased in perpetuity is dedicated, the wa/cf would at once

take effect, and the rent reserved under the lease would be applied

to the purposes of the wa/cf without interfering with the mouroosi

right of the less,-e.

Lands leased for a fixed period (al-arz-ul-nvuhtak-kira) stand wa/cf of
on a different footing. In such cases the wa/cf wotild remain, as property

it were, in abeyance during the existence of the lease., without subject to a
interfering with the possessory right of the lessee. For example,
if a man were to dedicate a piece of land, which he has already
leased to another, for the purpcse of building thereon a mosque,
or for any other purpose w hich would interfere with the possession
of the tenant or lessee, the carrying out of that purpose would
be postponed until the lessee has given up possession. But where
the purpose has not that elfect, in other words, Where, though

the property is dedicated, the rents and profits arising therefrom

are only to be devoted to the objects of the wa/cf. there is no such

postponement, and the wa/c! takes '1icct, et once.

The wa/cf of a person \vIio has been placed under " indbition '	 of

by the Judge is not valid. The proceeding ut " inhibition" may person
placed

be likened to a procceding in bankruptcy. The Kâzi is author-- 	 under
ised, at the instance of the erettlt05 of a person, or any of his biti.
relatives or friends, upon proof of prodigality, want of mental -
capacity, or reckless borrowing, to place him under "inhibition,"—

to declare him incapable of contracting further debts or engaging
in any transaction, and to appoint, a curator of his estate or
business or trade. When such a /at has been made against a p°rson,

he is said to be a mahjtir. A wa/cf by a inc/i jCr is invalid. Solon-

as a person has not been declared a 'mahjiir by the Kâzi, he has

absolute power, if sui 'juris, to deal with his property in any way

he likes.

The effect of a consecration or wa/cf of a property by its owner The effect
is to extinguish absolutely and. for ever all his rights therein. Tha of wa/cf.

act of comecration, which is irrevocable in its character. triis-
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fers the property for ever into the legal ownership of the Almighty
for the benefit of His creatures. Thenceforth the wdkif has no
power to deal with it in any way or burden it or create any charge
over it. In short, it is no more his to deal with. Should the wdki/
constitute himself the mutwalli, any dealing of his, prejudicial to
the interests of the wak/, is a misfeasance, and the Kâzj or Judge,
on proof thereof, would be bound to remove him. Hp cannot even
borrow for the benefit of the walc/ without the sanction of the
Judge.

Consequently, any liabilities contracted by the wáki/ alter the
wak/ is created, cannot affect the wakf, and subsequent creditors
have no right to question the consecration.

But though no act of the wdkij subsequent to the wak/ affects
its validity, if any right was attached to the property be/ore it was
dedicated, the consecration would not defeat that right. If the
property was already mortgaged, and the mortgagor has no other

assets from which the debt can be satisfied, the property in question
would be sold, and the proceeds would be applied to the payment
of the debt.

The rule as regards the coflsecrtjon or endowment of pro-
perty held in mortgage or pledge has already been stated. But
simple creditors for whose debts the property is not hypothecated
or charged have no rightto question the validity of a waki created
by a person " in health" and not in insolvent circumstances so as
to give rise to the inference of fraud.

Wakf by a	 But when the wakf is made in extrenvm, or when the personperson Nvho is
labouring under an illness which ends fatally, and the n'ki/dies beavily

involved in leaves no assets from which his debts can be satisfied, in other
debt,

	

	 words, dies insolvent, the Kâzi has the power to direct the pay-
ment of the deceased's debts out of the wak/ property.

With regard to the rights of those creditors, for whose debts
no portion of the property dedicated is mortgaged, and the wak/
is made by a person "in health," who is involved in debt the
authorities to some extent differ.

According to the I?atdwai Kdzi Kiidn, the Fath ul-Kadir, the
ZaichIra, the Ar/'aa-vWasáil, the Surrat-uj-Fa,jwa and other
authorities [unsecured] "creditors have no right in the property
of their debtors." And a person, who has only a money-claim

against another and has not taken the prcaution to get the
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property of his debtor hypothecated for his debt, has no right to
question a wa/cf made by the debtor.

The text in the Rath ul-Kadir is as follows
"In the FaMwai Kdzi Khn, it is laid down, that if a man

laboung uoder a death-illness make a wa/cf and his debts sur-
round [exceed] his assets, the proprty will be sold and the wcilcf
will., be set aside; this is contrary to the case of a wa/cf made by a
person in health, although he may be immersed in debt, so that it
exceeds his assets ; the v;ak/ in such a case is valid nevertheless,
and the cteditors cannot ask it to be cancelled if the wa/cf has been
made before the fisi of the Kâzi, declaring him to be a malt jiir;
such a 'ca/cf is valid by consensus, for creditors( 1) have no claim in
the property of their debtor whilst in health.''(2)

The text in the Surrat-ui-Fatdwa is as follows :-
"In the Durr,i,r wa'l Ghusrar,(3) Chapter on Wa/cl, it is laid Wa/cf of a

down that if a person labouring under a death-illness make a wa.icJ person who
is involvedof his house, and it be found that his debts exceed his assets.

[lit. he is surrounded in debt.], the house will be sold and the wa/cf
will break . .....so it is stated in the Chapter on
Wa/cj in the Khazdna2-ui-MvjtiIn,'

in the ZakM•ra it is laid down that when a man, who is
largely indabtid and has •a piece of land worth 100,000 dirhems,
makes a wa/cf thereof, and, with the abject of throwing his creditors
into difficulties, sttles the produce of the wa/cf on himself, and
witnesses prove that he is insolvent, the wa/cf will be valid, so will
the testimony. The validity of the wa/cf is founded on the. fact
that the wi/cif has a right over the prcpeit.y [in other words, if the
property is not hypothec.ted, the creditors(4) have no right to
question the disposition.] ...........

(1) Meaning useeurrd creditors.

- 1JL.	 cki' ji; 1.,Li;

g al) 
&, rJ)	 ,J L	 L., tJ' ,,Jl	 JiI

.i	 ) 33YL	
T— J J 3

	

Comp. The ZitoJrt/ &r DeW.chen Morgeddidiscl,.en s'	 J!
G48aiZc7ta/t (1891), p. 527, Art, by Prof. Kresmixik on wk/.

(3) An important and well-known authority.
(4) Unsecured.
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•Any balance of the produce remaining over after
providing for the subsistence of the wdki/ can be taken by the
creditors, for the produce is the property of their debtor(l)

And in the Chapter on Wa/cf in the An/'aa-ulWái1 it is stated
that if a marIz [person labouring under a death-illness] make a
wa/cf of his house, and he be so heavily involved in debt that his
liabilities surround his assets, the house will be sold, and the wa/cf
will be set aside. But if the debtor makes a wa/cf in health, and
he is so involved in debt that his liabilities surround his assets,
the wa/cf is nevertheless obligatory,, if made before an order of
inhibition by the Kâzi. And this is by consensus, and the creditors
will have no right to set it aside, for they have no claim in the
property of their debtor in .health [that is, in the case of a wa/cf
made by a person in health]. So it is stated also in the Fah. ti!-
KadIr; and the reference in the Anf'aa-ul-JVasdjl to the Zak/ira
supports it.''(2)
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According to the M'ar22dt of Mufti Abü S'aüd, however,

if a person is so heavily involved in debt as to be absolutely

insolvent, and with the object of defrauding his creditors consecrates

his property, the Kâzi has the power of not recognising the wakf,

and of compelling him to sell the property and pay his debts,
so far as possible, with the proceeds of the same.

After commenting on the statement in the Durr ut-3ivkhdr,

"that the wa/cf of an insolvent mortgagor is void," the author of

the Radd-ul-Muhtdr proceeds thus :-" This is a mistake ; such

a wa/cf is not bat ii ; for in the As'aá/ and other woks it is laid

down that if a person, after mortgaging a propert y and deliver-

ing' it(l) to the mortgagee, were to dedicate it, it would be
valid, and if he is possessed of [other] means, the Kãzi would lVa/d by

constrain him to discharge the debt ; but if he have no means, then P''

the Kâzi would declare the wa/cf cancelled, and the property would
in

be sold for the payment of the debt. Similarly, if the mortgagor
die and leave other assets from which the debt can be satisfied, the

wa/cf will he maintained, otherwise the property consecrated may
be sold, and the wa/cf cancelled. So it is stated in the Fath vi-

KadIr also."

And if a person make a wa/cf in marz-ul-mou' and die So

involved that his debts surround his assets, in that case the

property will be sold and the wa/cf will he cancelled

This is different from the case of a wa/cf made in health by a person

against whom no inhibition has issued. The wa/cf of such a person

is valid, though it may have 'been made with the object of throw-
ing the creditors into delay, as he has "dealt with his own property,

so it is stated in the Anf'aa-ul-Wasdil from the Za/citIra. In the

Fath vi-KadIr, it is stated that such wa/cf is obligatory, when it is

made before inhibition, and by consensus the creditors will have

no right to set it aside, for creditors have no right in the property
of their debtor during his lifetime unless hypothecated to them

and in the Khairiyêh the Fatiea is given . on this basis, and it is

stated there that Ibn (u) Nujaim decreed accordingly. But as

I shall show from the M'arzdt there is a difference [of opiniOlil"

If the wa/cu has made a wa/cf on himself and made a

condition that his debts should be satisfied out of the income, the

(1) There is no hypothecation under the Mahoiniuedan Law without seisin.

AA, ML	 14
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wak/ is valid with the condition,(1) as Ibn (u) Nujaim has decreed,
and the author [of the Durr ul-Mukhir] says, that if the wak/ is
made on another with the same condition, both the wakf and the
condition are valid." . . . . " Even if the wdkif make
no such condition but the wtkf is in his favour, any balance (over
and above his necessary expenses) will be applied towards the
payment of his debts But if the wakf is on another, the produce
will be given to him. So it is stated in the Fa.tdwa of Ibn (u)
Nujaim(2) .......'' In the M'ar461(3) of Multi
Abü S'aüd it is stated that he was asked—' when a person makes
a wak/ on his children to escape his creditors and has no other
property from which the debts can be satisfied, is such wak/ valid,'
he answered, 'no, it will not be valid or obligatory, and the KAzi
has the power of not recoguising such a wak/ by a person who is
absolutely sunk in debt to the extent of his assets

Dedication 11 	 I have stated from the ZakhIra and the Fath u1-Kcd.- is
by an in- 

in conflict with this view, unless you restrict it to the wk/ of asolvent
wdkif acting debtor maldng a wak/ in death-illness. And in the .Fwôwa•u1-
fraudulent- Ismâilia it is stated that the Kâzi has the power of not enforcing

such a wak/ and of constraining him to sell the property and pay
his debts, and this is what Moulâna Ahft S'aüd states, and hi
enunciation seems approved.' '(4) This applies to the case of ar.
insolvent debtor acting fraudulently.

The rule enunciated in the M'ariizd of Mufti Abü S'aüd
and the Fatdwa-'l-Ismdilia can be reconciled with the principle
laid down in such high and recognised authorities as the Fatdwa'
KdziKhdn, the Eat.h ul-Xa4fr, the ZakMra, &c., with the light ul
the statement contained in the TanwIr u-Absdr, which is to this
effect, " the wak/ of a person whose debts surround his assets
should be maintained either by giving him time to pay off his
debts or appointing a manager to realise the rents and profits and
to pay the debts therewith.''(ö) If it he wholly impossible to

(1) In the case of Lurhmipnt Sing v. Shah Arnir Alum [1881], 9 Cal. L. R.,
176, the wacJnamah eontaited a provicion to that effect, and it was held valid.

(2) Also called Faidwa . 'z-Zainiyéh; see Morley's Dig., Vol. 1. Introd.,
P. cclxxxvii.

(3) Comp. the Zeitsclira/t der Deu!8chen Morgenlandsechen Oesallwha/i
(1891), p. 528.

(4) .Radd ul-Muhtdr, Vol. III, pp. 611-612,
(5) Thid; Durr-u?-Mujchtdr, in loco.
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discharge it by that process, the Judge in that case has the The 
wakj of

option of directing the sale of the property consecrated. It a person in-

	

follows from this that the u'akf of a person involved in debt 	 n
is not ipso facto void; it is only voidable if he acts fraudulently not
to defeat his creditors.

In this connection it must be observed that the poor, who are
the ultimate beneficiaries of every wa/cf made in favour of indivi-
duals, cannot be parties to any fraud, and, therefore, if possible,
should not be prejudiced.

27 Eliz., c. 4, did not apply to India beyond the limits

of the Presidency Towns, and section 53 of the Transfer of
Property Act, which embodies the rule contained in section 2 of
the English Statute, does not affect the provisions of the Mahom-

medan Law.(1) And, consequently, when a person, who is not Principle.
in insolvent circumstances, makes a wa/cf of any portion of his
property, his subsequent creditors have no right to question that
wa/ct, nor can a s?tsequent purchaser for consideration of the pro-
perty in question, seek to set aside the wa/c/,—for, once dedicated,
the property ceases to belong to the u'd/ci/, and he can no more
burden it or sell it than if he were an absolute stranger.

It must be remenib,.:ed also that a wa/cf is not a gratuitous A wak/ is a
transfer of Property. It is a transfer to the legal ownership of the transfer of
Almihty for substantial consideration, viz., His reward, which is property for

co)isjdej.,obtained the moment the wa/cf is created. As will be seen after- atjon,
wards, a wa/cl takes effect like the emancipation of a slave. There
is no power 0/ revocation nor can there be any reserve; and neither
the wdki/ nor any person deriving title from him can say afterwards
that he had no intention to make a binding and irrevocable
walcf.(2)

In order that the entire wa/cf may be valid, it is necessary, Wa/c' by ahowever, that the wd/ci/ should not be suffering from a mortal illness person
at the time of the dedication. In other words, the wak/ of a person suffering
suffering from a mortal illness, from which he dies, takes effect as from a

mortal ili-
a bequest and operates with reference to one-third of his property. ness.
But the wa/cf of a person made during an illnes from which he
eventually recovers is valid with respect to the whole.

(1) See s. 2, ci. d.
(2)
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"The wak/ of a person suffering from a death-illness," says

the Raddul-Muhtdr, "takes effect like the hiba(1) of a personin that

condition, i.e., the wak/ will operate as regards one-third of his
estate. If the heirs, however, consent, it will take effect with
reference to the whole. If some of the heirs consent it will take
effect in proportion to their shares." So also in the Fath iii-

Kadir, " ' a wak/ made in nwrz-ul .mout, takes effect,' •saya
Tahâwi, 'like a wasiat' " (a testamentary disposition.)

Kâzi Khân following Imâm Aba Bakr Mohammed Ibu-jil-
Fazl states that wak/s are of three kinds in relation to the state in
which they are made:

(1) Those made in health (i.e., to which operation is given in
health).

(2) Those made whilst suffering from a mottal malady.
(3) Those made with the object of taking effect after death.

Transmutation of proprietary right is necessary in the first,

but not in the third, for that is testamentary in its nature ; but
the second is like the first, though it takes effect with reference
to the third of the estate of the wdkif, like a gift made in death-

illness."
If a person suffering from a death-illness were to make a wakf of

his house, it would be lawful and valid if it does not exceed one-
third of his estate, but if it exceeds one-third and the heirs consent,
it would be valid in its entirety ; but if the heirs do not consent,
the wak/ would be avoided as regards the excess over a third. If
some of the heirs consent, and the others do not, the wok/ in excess

of the one-third would be valid in proportion to the shares of the
assenting heirs. If one of the non-assenting heirs sells his share
in the portion of the property respecting which the wakf is

disallowed, and subsequently it is discovered that the wdki/ has left
other properties besides, so that the wakf can be valid in its entirety
with reference to the property dedicated, owing to its forming
less than one-third of the entire estate of the wdki/, the sale by

the heir would not be set aside, but he would have to pay the price
thereof for the purchase of other property to be added to the
wakf.

It has already been stated that a wak/ is irrevocable. Once

the dedication is made by word or in writing, the -proprietary

(1) Durr-21l. MukhMp, p. 417.

Principle.

Wak/ made
in death-
illness.

Testament-
ary walc/
revocable.
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right of the dedicator becomes extinguished for ever, and he cannot
any more deal with the property in any shape.(1) The mere declar-
ation of the owner that he dedicates the property or has already
dedicated it is enough to divest his proprietary right therein.
Thenceforth it is absolutely inalienable and unheritable.(2) But a Principle.
wak/ made by a person to take effect after his death, or what is called
a wak/ by way of awas'iat (wak/-bi'l-wasi) is revocable at any time
be/are his death. "And like all testamentary dispositions," gays
the Fath ul-Kadir, "a wakf declared to come into operation after
the death of the wdkif may be revoked by him at any time before
his death; but if not revoked, it will be operative in respect of a
third of the estate unless assented to by the heirs, when it will take•
effect in its entirety."

This principle is stated 'in the clearest terms. in the Ghdit-ul-
Baydn. According to the Disciples "a wak/ may be made in
health or in sickness."..." If the person making it is suffering
from an illness of which he dies, it will take effect in respect of
one-third of his estate like a testamentary wa/cf."

SECTION TV.

Sadakah—ITS MEANiNG.

The word sadakah occurs so frequently in works dealing with Sadakah or
Mahommedan Law, and has suëh an important 'bearin_g on the Pious doria-

constitution of a wa/cf that an exact apprehension of its meaning
is necessary to a proper understanding' of the rules relating to de-
dications in the Islamic system.

' Richardson in his Dictionary translates it as meaning an
"alms-gift" and also as "property dediated to pious uses."
Hamilton, the translator of the Persian version of the Heddyak,
evidently thought that the word meant 'alms,' to the poor;
and this error has influenced all subsequent' conceptions.

As a matter of fact, the word sadakah has a much larger
meaning in the' Mussulma'n system. It means, properly speaking,
a pious act:-" a smile in a neighbour's face is sadakah; to help
the weary is sadakah." Probably, the only expression by which
it can be constijied is the word charity in its broadest sense.

(1) O1dit-Ui.Baydn; Fah W.Kdfr, Vol. II, P. W8.
(2) Vor other authorities, see po8t.
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The legal In the Mussulman Law, however, it means an o9eriq or gilt
made with the object of obtaining the approval of the Almighty, or a
reward in the next world. For example, a present to a friend is
not a sadakah because there is no pious intention. But if a gift
be made with the object of relieving his wants or to provide against
his falling into indigence, it is a sadakah. A donation, therefore,
with the object of obtaining the reward or approbation of the
Almighty is & sa.dakah. If the purpose itself i5 pious,whether
the gift is made primarily with the intention of obtaining the
Almighty's reward or not, still it is sadakah, for the Almighty will
bless the act whether the person doing it did it with that motive
or not. For example, the making of provision for one's self or for
one's children against future want, is a pious act. if one makes
such a provision the Almighty will bestow His reward even if the
person did not at the time think of such reward. As a matter of
fact, among Mussulmans no dedication is ceatsd, or otirin's
made, without the intention (fiat) being formulated in the mind,

I do this with the object of arproachine the .Mrnighty.'
The meaning will be clear from the following cxamples

To give to one's child or ife is a 	 ceorciirg to the
Prophet's precept reported by S'aad iba .t F Wakks.'(1)

In the Mussulman vstern. there is an obligation, in son:e eases
legal, in others semi-legal or moral, to provdc f the main nan.ce
of parents, descendants and kinsfolk in general, it is also an obliga-
tion that a person should so provide for himself that ie may not fall
into want and become a burden to society or his people. The principle
underlying these conceptions, which are wholl y foreign to all Western
systems, are directly traceable to the rules enuncia ted by the Prophet.

Sadaah	 '' It is reported by S'aad bin 'Adilir who received the tradt.ion
or pious

from al-Lais, who again received it fr&ra Abdui RahmAn bin
its mean- Khâlid bin Musâfar, who again received it from Shahãh, who
ing. received it from Ibn ul-Mus'aih from Aba Huraira, that the

Prophet of God (may the blessing. &c.), declared that the best o
pious offerings is a provision for On&s self, so that he may net fall
into need, and the [giving of] sadakah should commence with those

whose subsistence is obligatory oi -ou '

(1) Bokhiri, p. 806.
(2) Bokhiri, p. 806. I have oinittoj the authorities both here and in Muslim,

tracing the Ordinances to the Prophet. Concerning BokIeri's authority, see
Morley's Dig., Introd., p. ccliii.
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The Prophet of God has declared that a pious offering to Pious offer.
one's family [to provide against their getting into want] is more go one's
pious than giving alms to beggars." (1)

' Said, the Propht of God, when a Moslem bestows on his
family and kindred, with the object of earning the approval of
the Almighty, it is sadakah, although he has not given to the poor,
but to his family and children."

"The most excellent of sa.dakah is that which a man bestows
upon his family." .

"The greatest sadakah in point of reward is that which you
give to your family."

"To give money to free a slave, to give alms to the poor, to
give to your children and kindred, are all sadakah."

"Giving alms to the poor has the reward of one alms; but
that giving to kindred has two rewards."(2)

The  piety of all acts depends upon a pious motive, viz., a
desire to obtain the Almighty's reward . . . A man who
with a pious motive provides the means of subsistence for his
family, is giving charity, and the Prophet of God has declared
that it is a holy act.-': (3)

And the Prophet has declared, that a man giving subsist-
enee to his family is giving sadakah."

And the Prophet of God declared that whatever subsistence
you give to another will meet with God's approbation and reward
from the. Almighty; a provision for your wives will be rewarded."

In giving charity, commence with those whose main- Soda 1ah or
tenance is obligatory on you."	 pious dona-

Support of one's self and his children and family is the first Lions—

duty and necessity."

The Prophet of God declared, 'inS giving charity begin w'ith
those who are bound to you and of whom you are in charge.'

"Zainab, the wife. of Ibn Mas'aüd, came one day and asked
the Prophet, who were the best entitled to receive her charity.
The Prophet of God declared 'thy husband and thy children are
most entitled 'to receive thy charity.'

(1) Nisi, Chapter on Sadakah on one's relations, p. 413.
(2) M8khá1-ul-Ma8ábih, VA II, p. 491.
(3) Bokh&rj.
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"Zainab, the daughter of Umm-i-Salma, says the Prophet
directed. her to support her relations, for that was charity, and
God would give her His reward therefor."

In the SaMh-i-Muslim,(1) occur the following traditions recog-
nised as authentic and binding throughout the Sunni world.

"The Prophet of God declared, that whatever a man spends,
the most pious of expenditure is that with which he provides for
the maintenance of his children and family and against their

future want."
"The Prophet of God declared, ' that which you spend to

provide for the maintenance of your family and against their
future want; has greater reward than that which you spend to
provide for the maintenance of others.'

The Prophet of God declared to one of the Faithful, ' in
charity commence with yourself, and your family and your kindred
and if there is a balance give to those round about you.' "

"Aba Taiha asked the Prophet upon whom or for what
purpose should he dedicate a valuable property he possessed.
The Prophet of God answered, ' consecrate it for thy kindred,'

and he did so."
"The Prophet of God declared, that a Mussulman providing

means of subsistence for his family is doing a pious act, and it is

sakadah."
"A Moslem came and informed the Prophet that he had a

dindr, and asked what should be do with it.? The Prophet
answered, 'provide for thy wants with it.' He said he' had

another; the Prophet answered, 'provide for the needs of thy
family therewith.' He said he had another. He was told to give

it to the poór."(2)
It will be seen from these authorities, which are regarded as

binding on the whole Sunni world, that provision for one's family

and descendants is an absolute act of charity.

(1) A work of great authority, see Morley's Dig., Introd., p. ccliv.
(2) For further traditions, see po8t.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CONSTITUTION OF A WAKF—IIANAFI RULES.

SECTION 1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

THERE is no essential formality or the use of any express HOW a zvalc/

phrase or term requisite for the constitution of a wakf. Where a may be
Consti-

dedication is intended the law will give effect to it, in whatever tuted.

language it may be expressed or in whatever terms the wish may

be formulated. And a wakf may be made either verbally or in

writing.
When the word wak/, or any of its synonyms in vogue, is used Principles.

in making the consecration, the law fixes upon it all the legal in-
cidents of a permanent and valid dedication. It is only when such
words are not used that reference is made to the intention of the

donor. But when the intention to make a wak/ is apparent, or Evidence of

can be inferred from the general tenor of the deed, or from the intentionwhen
conduct of the donor, or from the nature of the object in favour of necessary.

which the grant is made,( 1) or from surrounding circumstances at

large, it will constitute a valid and binding walc/, though the

word walc/ might not have been used.(2)

(1) Piran v. Abdul Karim j18921, I. L., 19 Cal., p. 203. In this case the
dedication was made in these terms

tiLA	 i.^ IsS	 h,ic

•* r'J 
"Excepting mouzah, &., which having deducted I have made over to the

Sajjad.a-naahin specifically for the expenses of the Khanka7i." It was held
that these words constituted a valid wal/.

(2) The paraphrase by Mr. Neil Baillie of a chapter in the Fatduxzi Alamgiri,
headed thus: "Words by which an appropriation is compUited and those by
which it is not completed," has given rise to an impression among English law.
yen that there are set phrases or formula by which alone a wakf can be constituted,
and if these expressions are not used, the wak/ is not valid. It will be seen from
the text that this idea is erroneous.
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Some of the	 In the Fadwai Kdzi Khán the subject is dealt with thus :-
expressions "Some of the terms by which wa1c may be constituted are theby which a
wtzkf may following
be con- "If a 

man were to say 'this my land is sadakah,' and add
nothing more, the land would be dedicated as a charitable dedica-
tion for the poor." (Here the word wakf is not used at all, but as
su4akah means. a pious offering, and "the poor are always with us,"
it is sufficient to constitute a valid dedication).

Or, if he were to say simply ' this land of mine is for a
permanent object ' (wajjah abdi), it would constitute a waIf."
(Wajjah implying a pious or charitable purpose, and abdi meaning
permanency, the intention of the donor is sufficiently evidenced).
"Where the purpose is designated, and it is declared or implied
that it should take effect in perpetuity, it is sufficient to consti-
tute a valid dedication."

Or, if he were to say ' this land of mine is consecrated, and
I have consecrated it,' its effect is the same as if he had expressly
said he had made it a wuk/."

Principle. The' Siraj-ul-Walufj states that, " when a person constitutes
No object a wak/ generally, without designating the object to which it should
need be
mentioned be applied, it is lawful—and this is correct.'' and then goes on to
when the add that there are several words which are express ii tne.ir mean-
term wakf ing, and the useof which clearly constitutes a wakf, because theyused,	

convey in themselves the intention to dedicate, for example,
wakafto, ltararno, habqsto, sabaito, &e. " I have dedicated," " I
have consecrated," " I have tied up,'' ' I have given in the way

Examples of (of God)." These terms are express in their signification, and

when a dedication is made by such words it is ompietc, as the
intention is apparent.

But where any expression is used which does not ordinarily
convey the meaning of permanent dcdication, it niust b seen

what the intention of th donor is, and this is to be go thered from
the nature of the object in favour of which the trust is created or
from surroundiflg circumstances. For example, if a man says

"I give this property to this mosque," the fact that the grant is
made to a mosque shows that it is for a permanent pious purpose,
or if he were to say, "I give this property to the poor," the same
result would follow.
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This rule is given in almost similar terms in the Forth ul-
Kadfr(1) :-" If a man were to c ay, 'I give this land to the poor,' it
would constitute a valid wakf for the poor are always existing, and
hence the intention of the donor is clear that he means the
income of the' property should he applied permanently to the
benefit of the indigent."

According to the WajIz ui-Muhit, '' if a man we to say 'this Constitu-
my land is rno'koofa (dedicated) ' or ' mciharrarna ' (consecrated) tjon of wakf

	or 'mahboosa (tied up), it would constitute a valid	 by expree.
wak/ according sions other

to AbA Yusuf, and (his is most correct, for he (the wákif) has men- than wakJ
tioned wak/ unrestrictedly, and an unrestricted wakf is for the and its
poor by custom ant pr.icice, and uhat is customary is as if condi- synonyms.

tioned, &c"

iJC	 ,l	 si 

thJl	 U!L-	 .	 K:	
,

j it )h$

According to the Fatdwai Alam girl if a person were to say,
'I have made this my land, consecrated,' or ' it is consecrated,' it
would create, says the J c'cist Alid Jaafar,() a valid wok!, according
to Ahll Ynsuf, as if he had said uthf,'' (for the word " conse-
crated," 'muharrama, which may also mean ' forbidden to others,"
carries with it the signification that the property is seb apart for
a charitable purpose).

The compilers of the Fatd'eaj Ahaaqiri add further, ' and TI_I ciseof

	

..	 , ambiguitythe Jurist Aba .5
- 
aafar says that detained and g.iven as a sadakai' the inten-

is equivalent to saving given as a sadokait and made wa/cf.' " tionof the
And further—" if a person were to say ' this my land is a way, is to be
(sal) and he is in a place where sucti expressions are commonly nquired
known to imply wa/cl, the land would become wa/cf. If the ex- into.
pressions are not known to have that meaning, he shall be called
upon to explain; and if he say that he meant wak/, they are to be
applied according to his intention. If he say that he meant soda-

or had no particular meaning, the uc to l,'e taken as a VOW, Fiwinten-

arid the 'and or its price should be given away as a

(1) A work of great authojit y iii India, frequently quoted in the Fatdwaj
Alamgiri and also by the Law Officers in the case reported in 1 Sd. Rep., p. 17,
and referred to in Fultori's Reports, p. 345 ; ace Morley's Dig., Introd., p. ccil.

(2) Often called Hindavi, the Indian.
(3) Fadwaj AlarnQiri, Vol. II, p. 461.
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In case of ambiguity, therefore, if the wdki/ be alive, he would
be the person to explain his meaning, but if he be dead, his inten-
tion is to be gathered from the surrounding circumstances, and
the evidence of the manner in which the proceeds of the property
have been applied.(1) If a man were to say imply, "Buy out of
the produce of this my mansion every month ten dirhems worth
of bread, and distribute it among the poor," according to the
Fatdwai Alam'iri this is sufficient to constitute a dedication of the
house for that purpose.

Use of the	 According to the Hdwi,(2) " if a man were to say ' this landword SaW
or RâA. and this house of mine is in the nature of a sabil (path to God), and
Khucl ' z 	 he is in a country where sabfl implies a wak/, it will become an
sufficient absolute wakf.' " Sabui, however, is now universally recognised toto crea te aa 	

mean wak/. iSabil or sabIl-illdlz (way of God) is equivalent to
the phrase, Ráh-i-Khudá (the path of God) in vogue in India.

A declaration to the effect, ' I have given the produce of this
land to the poor ' or any other charitable object, or I have given
this house to the poor,' coupled with words prohibiting alienation
and devolution by inheritance would, by consensus, constitute
a wakf.(3)

No express The same principle is reiterated in the Radd 'ul-Muhtdr.words
:::ary "There are twenty-six expressions given by way of example in
to Createn the Bahr [ur-Rdik] by which wak/ may be constituted ; and many
wakJ So	 others are given in the Faih ul-Kadir,"	 but no expresslong as
intention is word is necessary to constitute a wak/ so long as it is clear that
clear, the intention of the donor is to devote the usufruct of the property

permanently toagood object • ....e.g., if aman were to say, 'give
so much out of the income of this my house to buy bread with for
the poor,' that is sufficient to create a wak/." Similarly, if a man
were to say ' I have set apart this property' or 'assigned it,' or

deducted it from my other properties.'

In the thirteenth section of the Jám'aa-u1-Ftts2lain, it is
stated that if a person were to say, ' this room or this house is foP

(1) Fatdwai Kdzi Khdn, Vol. IV, P. 74.
(2) A work of great authority, frequently quoted in the FaLdwai Alatngiri.

by Kàzi Jamâj wi-din Ahmed bin Mohammed bin Nfjh al-Kabisi of Ghazni, died
in A. H. 600.

(3) Faidwai Alamjiri, VoL II, p. 461; BO.-.ur-Rail.; 2 Sd. Rep., P. 110.
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lighting such a mosque,' and add nothing further, it would consti-
tute a valid wak/, for such a purpose is sufficient." (1)

The decision, therefore, of their Lordships in the Privy .Iewafl Dass

Council in the case of Jewan Dass Sahoo V. Shah Kubeer-ood-deen(2) Sahoo v.Shah
only gave expression to what is laid down and enunciated in the Ii'ubeer-ood-

Mahommedan Law. In that case the grant or firman(3) by which
the endowments were created contained no mention of the word

wak/. On the contrary, the grant purported to be made as 'Inarn
Altamgha rnaddadmadsh,' which primarily conveys individual
proprietary rights. It was accordingly contended on behalf of
the defendant that the properties which formed the subject of the
grant did not constitute an inalienable wak/. Their Lordships
in the Privy Council in dealing with the case endorsed the views
of the Sudder Dewany Adawlut(4) in the following terms :-

"After referring to this case and the opinions of the law ilJulemut

officers, the Sudder Dewany Adawlut in the case of Mussumut Q dira v.
Shah -

Qadira v. Shah Kubeer-ood-deen (3 Mac. Sud. Dew. Ad., 407) appear J?Lbee,i(/
to have determined that notwithstanding the use of the words deen.

"Inam" and "Altumgha" in the royal grants and the mention
therein of the persons upon whose petition the grants were made,
yet as these grants appeared clearly to have been made (as
expressed in the petitions) for the purpose of maintaining a
charitable institution, the persons named were not to be

(1) Surrat-ul-Fatdwa, p. 455; (MSS., Patna Oriental Library).
(2) [18401, 2 M. I. A., 390.
(3) The firman of Alamgir ran as follows :-
"As it has come to the knowledge of His Majesty that agreeably to a sunnud

furnished by the Hakims, certain Mouzas situated in Sircar Behar have been
appropriated for the purpose of meeting the charges of fakirs and students of the
Madrassa, and the Khanlcah and Muajid of Moolla Dervish Hossain, son of Moofle.
Gholam All, and the aforsaid individual is hopeful for he royal munificence and
favour, His Majesty's royal commands are that in the event of the aforesaid
mouzas being in the occupation and enjoyment of that individual, the whole
of these mouzas shall continue as they formerly were, at a jumma. of 15,000
dams from (such a date) in the character of a rnaddàdmash (aid for subsistence),
according to the tenor of the grant, and in order that he may apply the produce
of these lands to meet the charges of the students of his Madrassa and Muejid;
and the present and future Hakims, the Amils, &c., are enjoined to relinquish
the mouzahs in question to that person's occupation, to deem them mafi
(exempt from taxes) and blotted with the pen in every respect, and not to
require of him a fresh sunned annually. Should that individual occupy anything -
in any other way, they are not to countenance him."

(4) (1845], Mus8t. Qadra v. Shah Kubeer.00d.deen, 3 Sel. Rep., p.
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considered proprietors; that the establishment, (Khânkh)(] ) was the
real donee and the persons named were only Mutufi:,c of the
Khânkâh; that a Mutwdlli has no right to alienate, and that, conse-
quently, the transfer by gift or otherwise by Shah Shama-oo.deen
was illegal."

"This decision," their Lordships continued, ''is in accord-
ance with the doctrine laid down in the H'th1y,Ji Book XV, of
wakf or appropriation, Hamilton's Translation, Vol. II, page 334,
where it is said, ' u'aA/,' in its primitive senoe means  deteyit;on
In the language of the law (ac cording to ilanifa), it signifies
the appropriation of any particular thing in such a way that
the appropriator's right in it shall continue, and the advantage
of it go to some charitable purpose in the manner of a loan.Ac
cording to the two disciples wak/ ' signifies the ap])rOprjstion of
a particular article in such a manner as subjects it to the rules
of divine property, whence the appropriator' iight in i t,. is xtin -
guished and it becomes a property cl God, by the advantagc of it

resulting to His creatures. The tv, o disciples. theref're, hold
appropriation to be absolute, though differing in this, that Ah1 Yusuf
holds appropriation to be absolute from t.hi' moment, (i I is ('xecuJti3n,
whereas Mohammed holds it to be absolute only on the delivery of
it to a Mutu:aili (or procurator), cad consec1uentiv, that i caar,o
be disposed of by a gift or sale, and irherjtaiee clso doca not
obtain with respect to it. Thue the te c wal-? ' in its lite:al
sense comprehends all that is mentioned both by Hanit6% and by
the two disciples.

"Again (page 344) it is said, upon an appropriation
becoming valid or absolute, the sale or transfer of the thing
appropriated is unlawful according to all lawyers; the transfer
is unlawful because of a saying of the Prophet, 'Bestow the actual
land itself in charity in such a manner that it shall no longer be
saleable or inheritable.' " And their Lordships accordingly held
that, "according to the Mahommedan Law, it is not necessary
in order to constitute a wak/, or endowment to religious and chant-

(1) A Khdmkcth is a religious monastery, a place where rel igious sorvicee arc
held, dervishes lodged, indigent travellers fed. It will be seen that the original
grantee was a mufla or priest, and the grant was apparently made to him not only
for his support and the support of his descendants, but also with the object of
maintaining in perpetuity an institution for the lodgment of religious devotees.
travellers and mendicants.
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able uses, that the term wakf should be used in tlie grant, if from the

general nature of the grant such tenure can be inferred."

The word wakf used by itself is sufficient in every ease to COfl The word
stitute a valid permanent dedication, for that is its expres ?neaning wakf suffi-

in law. So that, as already stated, either where no object is cleat by
designated, or where an object is mentioned, which is liable to itself.

-fai!uxe, the wakf will, nevertheless, be valid and binding, and the
property dedicated will, in the first case, be applied to the poor,
and in the second case will be applied to them on failure of the
object named, though they (the poor) may not have been men- Principle.
tioned in the deed nor the word sad.akah used at all.

The FaüIwai Alanigiri says—

"Though no mention be made of sadakah 	
r

yet if Wa;/ is mentioned as by a person saying ' This my land is

wa.kf,' or, 'I have made this my land wak/,' the land would he a

wall"/ for the poor according to Abü Yusuf...." "And Sadi

ush-3Laidd and the jurists (rnoshdikh) of Balkh have declared that
decrees are given on the opinion of MA Ynauf ; and we(l) decree

according to it, also from regard to custom.' ''(2)

"And if he should say, ' it is app?opriated to Almighty God
for ever.' it would be lawful, though the word sadakah be not men-

tioned, and would be a wakf for the poor. The word wakf alone

or in :nbinstion with habs, establishes a wak/ according to the
approved opinion, which is that of AbC1 Yusuf."

So also in the Fatdwai Kzi Khdn ;(3) "if a man were to say,

this my land is made wak/ (mowkoofa), and give its boundaries,

and say nothing more, this, according to AbÜ Yuauf, is a valid
dedication for the poor."

"Or, if he were to say, C this land of mine is wakf,' the effect
is the vne..''

Or, if he were to say, ' this land of mine is wak/, for a pious
object.'"

If he says, ' this land is mowkoo/a for God in perpetuity,' it
will create a valid wak./, though he may not have used the word

'sadakah,' and it will be a wakf in favour of the poor; and should

(1) i.e.. the Jurists of India.
(2) This passage shows clearly that in India the rule laid down by AbA Yueuf

on tbm point under discussion is the law applicable to the Hanafi Sunnis ; E043 olo
Vol. II, P. 460.

(3) Fa2,fwzi R-&i Khfn, see VoL IV, p. 202.
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Expressions he even not have used the words 'in perpetuity,' it will still be a
by which ' valid wak/ and the produce will be applied to the benefit of thevalid wok! 
is created, poor.

Similarly, if the wáki/ merely said, ' this is 2nowkoofa for the
sake of God,' or ' mowkoo/a for obtaining sawdb (reward I of God.'

"So also if he say, ' this land of mine is mowkoo/a for the sake
of charity and piety ( j Jl ,J1 , )' or for both, it will be a
valid wak/ for the poor."

If a man were to say, 'this land of mine is wak/ for the
purposes of jehad (religious fighting), or for Supplying shrouds to
the dead, or burying them, or digging graves, or for any act of
charity or piety which may be perpetual,' it would form a valid

-	 wakf for that purpose."
"If a wdki/ were to declare a particular property to be a wok!

for travellers, it is lawful, for travellers never cease ; and its bene-
fits will be applied to those who are poor among them and not to
the rich."

Or, if he were to say, ' it is for the lame, decrepit or
maimed,' it would be valid (for these people are never wanting in
the world), and it will be applied to the poor among theni."

The terni	 The Durr-ul-Mukhtdr says "if a man were to say 'this land orwakf 
used this house of mine is for the poor,' or is a wakl for so-and-so inby itself	 .

sufficient. the way of God, or for a good purpose it is sufficient. - And
according to Abfl Yusuf the word mowkoo/a [past participle of
wakfl is sufficient, and [Sadr.ush] Sliahid says ' we give /atwas
universally according to this' ''(1)

In India, in order to accentuate the fact of consecration, it
hasbecome usual to add the words " in the way of God " to the
word "wakf," e.g., to make the dedication in thefollowing terms:

•	 "I make this wak/ in the way of God for so-and-so."
If a specific thing," says the I'as-hI1 '-be made wakj by the

word wak/, it is valid, and .upon the death of the niowkoo/ alaih
its produce will go to the poor, and on this is the /atwa."

According to the WajIz-ul-Miihft, if a man were to say, 'this
my land is mowkoo/a,' and do not use the words 'sacZaka1 in
perpetuity' or 'on the poor,' it constitutes a valid walc/ accord-
ing to Abfl Yusuf, and this is corecL."(2)

1) P. 410: See also the Comment on this pMage in the Radd vZ-Muhtdr.(2) Wajiz-ul-Mu1ig, p. 351.	 -
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According to the GM't-ul-Baydn also, "if th wdk'i/ does Expressions
iot use the word sadakah, but simply uses the word .wak/; for by which &

valid wak/example, if he were to say, 'this land of mine is nowkoófa,' or 'this is consti-
land of mine is wakf,' or 'I have made this mowkoo/a,' or '1 have tuted.
made this wak/;' such wak/ according to Aba Yusuf, will be for
the poor alone. And the Mashâikhs of Balkh decide according
to Aba Yusuf's enunciations."

jl iJj9y3	 j; j; _i;,nc:,	 1,1

Li	 ii,yo	 ji ,I L..Q,

LCUL z)	 j,	 yJl L..S	 )ti

t) L..A	 I j,Q.,	 nJ L, .1:

Similarly, the word sada.kah conjoined to the word wak/ or
its derivatives (like rnowkoofa, i.e., dedicated) will constitute a
valid and binding wakf. For example, if a man were to say, 'this
my land is a sadakah niowkoo/a, detained and perpetual during my
life and after my death,' or ' this my land is a sadakal?., detained
and perpetual during my life and after my death,' or if he should
say 'a sadakak dedicated and perpetual,' it would be lawful. Or
if he should say, 'a sadakah dedicated or a sadakak detained,'(l)
without saying 'perpetual,' • the land would become a wak/,
"according to all who consider wakf lawful, because a perpetual
sadakah is established which does not admit of cancellation.
The words, 'This my land is a sadakak dedicated to what is good,'
or ' to good purpose,' also amount to a wakf."

Or, if a man were to say, my land is sadakah (charity) for
God,' or 'wak/ to Almighty God,' it would become wakf. So
also if he were to say, ' my land is assigned in the wag of Almighty	 -
God,' or 'to seek the reward of Almighty God;' or if he were to
say, 'my land is wakf for a good purpose,' it would be as lawful
as if he had said a sadakak wak/."

"If he say, 'this land of. mine is sadakak nowkoofa or mow-

kOo/a sadalcak,' and say nothing more, it will be a. valid wakf

(according to Abi Yusuf, Mohammed and Hula!), and the benefit
will go to the poor in perpetuity."

(1) Maithoosatan from 1iaba.a, means literally detained; its exact significa.
tion, however, is "being rendered. " n lienable ;" rnowkoo/a is the participle of
waLafa.

AA, ML	 15
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Expressions
by, which a
t.k/ may
be consti-
tuted.

J/t.idia1a
V.

fli.ITh4
I : Y.

If a man say, 'this land of mine is sadakaji niowkoo/a for
such a person,' it cj}j be valid and the result will be that the ulti-
mate beneficiaries will be the poor, for they are the lawful ultimate
recipients of every pious offering, but the produce will be given
to the person mentioned during his lifetime."

If a person were to say, 'this my land is sadakah inwkoo/a
for such a person in perpetuity,' or that ' it is for my child in
perpetuity,' the same result would follow, the mention of the
words 'in perpetuity' not making any difference."

And  if a man were to say, 'this my land is dedicated, con-
secrated and detained,' or, 'ded.icated, detained, and consecrated,
not to be sold, inherited or given by gift,' all these words would
create a wak/ according to the received doctrine and the opinion
of Abft Yusuf,"(l)

Having regard to all these dicta on a point about which
there is ahrolute conseusus on the part of the jurists, one finds it
difficult to understand whence the idea was derived which finds
expression in the case of Mahonied 11am idvila Khan '. Budy-un-
nisaa Khaun(2) that a w(rk/ in favour of one's children cannot
he constituted without the use of the word scniakal,.

In that case, the consla-r p tiort was made in the following
terms :-

I have made walc/ of the remaining 4 annas in favour of my
daughter Budr-uu-nissa and her descendants, and also her descen-
dant's descendants how low soever, and when they no longer
exist, then in favour of the poor and need y : such waPf is good,
legal, valid and effectual and of the nature of a lasting perma-
nent act of charitable endowment, the same being as good in my
lifetime as after my demise, and the same being precluded from
turnulluic and tarnlik.(3) After payment of the Government
Revenue and Collector's charges, etc., and after deduction of the
Mutwalli's towliut right from the proceeds of all the above endow-
ment properties, the surplus, whatever it may be, shall be divided
as follows :—i.e., I anns share be given to Jamila Khatun aHiii

(I) Faidwai Aiamqirj after the Mabsg!.
(2) [188018 CaL L. R., p. 164. In this cane the learned Judges seem to have

thought that the Ifec2ye had been written by Ahü Ilanifa, who had died nearly
Jour C.eflIUriu before the work was ptncl/

(3) i.e., from beig owned (as private property) or being transferred.
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Dhone Bibee and 4 annas to Budr-un-nissa, inasmuch as 4 annas
has been endowed in favour of the said ladies, etc."•

So far as the constitution of the dedication went, nothing
could be more distinct and explicit than the declarations con-
tained in the above wakfndmah; the grantor expressly excluded
all right of dominion over the property settled, which was in-
tended to serve as- a. permanent provision for Budr-uij-njssa and
her descendants so long as there were any in existence; and on
their failure, he provided that the benefit of the wak/ should
accrue to the poor and the indigent. It will be seen that the
terms of the settlement were in strict conformity with the provi-
sións of the Mahommedan Law.

Upon a suit by Mahomed Hamidulla Khan to set aside a sale Erroneous
of a portion of the dedicated property in execution of a decree, conclusion

of the
on the ground that it was walc/, and consequently inalienable, High Court.
the High Court held (a) that to constitute a valid wak/ there must
be a dedication of the property soieiy to the worship of God or to
religious or charitable purposes; (b) that when a settlement under
the Mahommedan Law is made in favour of a particular person
and his descendants in perpetuity, and on their failure in favour
of the poor and needy, such settlement is only valid as a wak/,
when the word sadakah is used in the deed of settlement.

As regards the first principle laid down by the High Court,
I shall discuss it more fully in a later chapter.

As regards the second, vi?., the necessity for the use of the
term sa&ikah where it is intended to create a trust for one's
family or descendants, the question is set at rest by a reference
to the express directions of the law.(l)

SECTION IL

CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION OF A WAXY.

As already stated, no formality is required to be gone through Principle.
for the purpose of creating a valid wak/. It is enough if -the Declarationex tin-
donor declares that he constitutes a property wak/ or has consti- guibes
tuted it a wakf. That declaration fixes upon the property pur- the right of

the w&fported to be dedicated all the character of a legal and binding in the pro-
wakf, extinguishes the title of the donor, vesting it in the Almighty pert.y.

(1) See pod.
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(whatever the object to which it is dedicated), and makes it irrevo-

lVakf	 cably inalienable and non-heritable. In the 8irdj-u1-Wdhaj,(1)
completed it is laid down as follows :-" Aba Yusuf has declared that a wakf
by the mere.declaration is valid whether the property be musha a (a share of a joint pro-

of the	 pèrty) or whether it be consigned or rat, whether perpetuity be
(leflicatol. mentioned or not, and the right of the donor becomes extinguished

by his merely stating that he has made it wa.kf or makes it wakf,
for wak/ is on the same footing as emancipation, and on this is
the Fatwa."

5IJl J)	 L Li J J	 ,i jt;;

JyQJI	 LJl J,:? 	 r'	 1,_it) &L 2 J,

* Lcy	 öL (jtiCi

And in the GMit-ul-Baydn the same principle is given in the
following words :-" The right of property is extinguished accord-
.ing to Aba Yusuf by the mere declaration, that is, according
to him, by merely saying 'I have made this wak/,' the right of
property [in the donor] becomes extinguished."

'—	 j): L..c1 z) '—'	 j,	 J

*	 y:'4) ._,

So also the Fath ul-Kadir :-" According to Aba Yusuf the

wak/ becomes complete by mere declaration, and if no object is
mentioned, it becomes a wak/ for the poor . . * . and
when the wak/ has become valid for the poor by implication, no
further mention of perpetuity is needed, for that purpose never
fails, and Sadr ush-Shahid says that all the jurists decide accord-
ing to Aba Yusuf, and we also decide according to him."(2)

Perpetuity is a necessary condition to the constitution of a
Pri ii r',

valid wak/, but it is not necessary that it should be expressly
mentioned. In other words, the intention must be, either by
implication or by express declaration, to dedicate the property
permanently, but it is not necessary that the dedication should be
primarily or expressly for a continuing object. If a dedication
is made with the term wakf, habs, &c., the intention to part with
the property permanently is apparent upon the face of the declar-

(1) A work of great authority in India; quoted by the Law Officers in the
case in Fulton's Rep., p. 345; see also 1 Sel. Rep., p. 17, &c.

(2) Path ut-iC edit, Vol. II, p. 6J2.
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ation and whatever be the purpose named, the law will apply it,
on failure of the objects designated, to other unfailing objects.
If a wak/ is not made in such express terms, the nature of the
abject must be taken into consideration and the intention gathered
from circumstances.

The Radd tjl-Mvhtdr is very explicit on this point. "Abü
Ynsuf holds the declaration, of wakf to be like a declaration res-
pecting the emancipation of a slave. Accordingly, he does not
consider delivery or separation necessary. According to him the
wak/ becomes binding and operative on mere declaration 

L!.JI
like a declaration for emancipation, for the extinguish-

ment of the right of property is common to both . . It is
stated in the Durrar [ul-Ahkdm] that 'it is correct that perpetuity
is a condition by consensus, but according to AbiI Yusuf its men-
tion is not necessary' " . . . "and if a' man were to say ' I
make this dedication for my children' and add nothing further,
it is valid."

"Some have said that the mention of perpetuity is required
in such a case by most jurists excepting Abfl Yusuf; [but] accord -
ing to him the mention of the word wakf or sad akah implies per-petuity, and consequently it is stated in the 'Book' [Muk/ltasar-
ul-Xudrj] that such a wa/cf is valid, and 'after the failure of the
children it will be for the poor though they are not named, and
this is correct."

lyL	 ,
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So also the Ghdit.ul-Bayan "Abü Yusuf has said that AU,

walc/ is valid whether it is Mushd'a or partitione,.delivered to the Yusuf'8
mutwallj or not, and whether he has mentioned perpetuity or not...

-
this pointand Abü Ynsuf bases his view on the rule laid down by the Pro- the recog-

phet, who only declared to Omar to tie up .the property. and apply ii&I law.
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its usufruct to human benefit, and did not make delivery a con-

dition for the validity of the wakf."

j7LJ jI	 t.e.Lc)	 ),	 ) .-y:! ,.1

_ 3 J1	 I•t	 (.1 )
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"Perpetuity," says the Fatdwai Alarngiri, is also among

the conditions of wak/ according to all opinions, though according

to Abil Yusuf the mention of it is not a condition, and this is cor-

rect.(l) A man dedicates his mansion for a day, a month or any

specified time without further addition, the wak/ is valid and

perpetual. But if he should say, 'This my land is a sada1.ah

rnowkoofa for a month and when the month has expired the wakf

would be void,' the ualc/ would he void immediately according to

Hillâl, because perpetuity being a condition, limitation to a parti-
cular time is not lawful. (2) If one should say, ' This my land is a

sadakah niowkoofa after my death for a year,' without further

additioii, the wakf would be lawful in perpetuity for the benefit

of the poor, for the words have the meaning of a bequest.(3) And

if one should say, 'This my land is a sadakali dedicated to such an

one after my death for a year, and when the year has expired the

wak/ is void,' it would be a bequest after his death to the person

referred to for a year, and then it would become a legacy to the
poor and its produce would be distributed among them. But
if he should say, 'My land is dedicated to such an one for a year

after my death,' without further addition, the produce would be
to him for a year and then it would revert to the heirs."(4)

The recog-	 The Tas-hil is to the same effect :-" it (viz., the subject of

mdle the wakf) can neither be sold nor given by gift nor inherited; only
regardingthe corn-its produce is to be spent; and it will come out of or be excluded

plete effec. from] the property of the wdkif, according to Abü Yusuf, by the
tuation of a
wakf.

(1) After the Kafi; Fotdwci Alamgri, Vol. II, p. 459.

(2) After the Fat4wai Xdzi Khan, Vol. IV, p. 83 (MSS. Copy belonging to

the Asiatic Society.)
(3) After the MuhU-i.Saro,k18i,
(4) After the Fatdwaj Kdzi Khdn. The distinction between the two classes

ariaea from the use of the word sadakah in one and not in the other; Fatd-
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mere declaration, for wak/ means the extinguishment of the right

of property of the wdki/, and it is not tamlik [transfer of property];
it is therefore lawful without delivery, like emancipation. And
the Jurists of Irâk decide accordingly . . . . Abft Yusuf
has held a wak/ to be valid without mention of perpetuity, so that
when a person has made a wakj on some object that is liable to
failure, according to Aba Yusuf, it will be lawful, and after failure
of that object, it will be for the poor, and will not become the pro-
perty of his heirs, and this is correct."

L.S"	 (J	 )Y i
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And the Ramz-ul-Hakdik, after stating the origin of wakfs General
adds, "Besides the incidents of a wa.k/ are that it cannot be sold COIISOUSUs

nor can it be given by gift, nor can it be inherited, and [if no other
object is specified], its produce will be spent on the poor, and re-
latives and travellers, and the wdki/ may also eat thereof. . . . And
according to Abfl Yusuf, merely saying that 'I have made this
property wak/' is- sufficient to extinguish the proprietary right of
the wdkif, for by that theproperty is assigned over to God like the
emancipation of a slave; and in this view the other . three Imâms
agree, [viz., ShâfeI, Mâlik and Ibn Hanbal]. . ." "'And,' says Abü
Yusuf, 'that even if an object is mentioned that is likely to fail,
still the wakf will be valid, and after the extinction of the object
named, the produce will be applied to the poor even if the poor
are not mentioned.' "

"Aba Yusuf has laid down that a wakf comes into operation, lVakf i

immediately on the declaration of the person making the dedica- like emanci-

tion, that be has constituted a particular property wakf or 
pa ion.

constitutes it wakf, just like emancipation."

Thus, according to the principle laid down by Abü The recog-

Yusuf, the declaration of wakf stands on the same foot- nised rule.

ing as a declaration of emancipation, and takes eflect
absolutely the morneiu the declaration is made.

L_S1..) Y
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Elucidation	 The meaning of this rule has, it is submitted, escaped theof the 
le attention of the Law Courts in India. The principle, however,

princip is really this: when a person emancipates a bondsman, he cannot

make any revocation, nor can he afterwards say that he had no
intention to emancipate at all or to emancipate absolutely. The
moment he pronounces the words or declares "I emancipate this
slave," the law fixes the status of freedom upon the bondsthan.

Once the words are pronounced, neither the emancipator nor his
heirs, creditors, or assignees can question the absoluteness of the

emancipation.; No question of intention arises; for the law pre-
sumes an absolute and unqualified intention from the declaration.

Absolute Similarly, once a particular property is dedicated, the right of
the wdkif is extinguished for ever. He cannot turn round am!
say afterwards that he had no intention of creating a valid u'ak/;
nor can his heirs, or creditors, or other persons deriving title from
him say that it was a ' pretended ' wakf; that at the time of
making the dedication he had no intention of making a real
wakf.

Perpetuity	 If the walef is in favour of an object recognised as lawful bynot neces-	
Msary to be the	 ahommedan Law and religion, the ivakf is irrevocable,

mentioned, absolute, and beyond question.

This is emphatically the Mussulman Law according
to all the sects and schools.

"The correct rinciple is that mention of perpetuity is not a
necessary condition . . ." According to AbÜ Yusuf "if a
dedication is made in favour of specific individuals, it is lawful.
and upon their ecease, the income would be applied for the
benefit of the poor."

In India this rule is binding as laid down in the Fathwai A lain-
gin, for the Indian Jurists have followed the Jurists of Balkh who
are in accord (according to the JVajIz-ul-Muhit) with those "of
Khorâsân and Irâk," in other words, with the other HaiiafI jurists
all over the world, excepting the Bokhariots. According to the
JVajIz-ul-MuliIt also, " the mention of perpetuity ' or. of " a
permanent object " is not necessary, for " if a man were to say

this my land is wakf or sada'kah uakf for some specific indivi-
dual or for some specific object or for certain of his poor relatives
or for certain orphans,' though he may not mention perpetuity,
still, according to Abil Yusuf, it will constitute a legal wak/."
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" if the wdlcif were to say, 'this my land is mo'vl.coofa for
so-and-so, or for my child,' the wa/cf is valid, according to Aba Yusuf,.
although the word rthad (perpetuity) is' not mentioned, and so' long
as the specific individual is alive, the income of the property
will be applied for his benefit, and after his death it will be,
spent on the poor."

t:.,t,° hl.s t.. r),3 L. oiu oJ,.JJ
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But, if instead of simply, "mow/coo/a" he were to say sada-
ha/i mow/coo/a, it would be valid according to Aba Yusuf as well
as Mohammed, though perpetuity (i.e., a perpetual object) had
not been mentioned.

So also in the Jouharatun-Nayyjrèh, Aba Yusuf has de-
dared that even where an object has been named, which is liable
to fail, the wakf is valid, and after the failure of that object, it will
be for the poor though they may not have been named,
and this is correct.''

)t.	
t)	 J;)

* 

According to Abfl Yusuf
'

like the term wakf, the term sada -
ha/i impliesperpetuity and the two are convertible, and he there-
fore holds that though the poor may not be mentioned, the profits
will go to them on failure of other objects. The mention of sada-
ha/i is to mention perpetuity.

In short, any term which implies perpetuity is sufficient to' The recog-
create a wa/cf. For example, the mention of the poor, or sadakah- nised rule.
mow/coo/a for God, mow/coo/a for benevolence (ihsán), or charity
(kuzair), or for jehdd (holy warfare), shrouds, cemeteries, etc., is
sufficient. When a wa/cf is created for a specific individual or
class of individuals by any term which, like wa/cf or sada-
ha/i, implies a dedication of the corpus, or shows that the property
has been permanently parted with, it is valid and binding accord-
ing to Abit Yusuf, and upon their extinction the produce will be
applied to the poor, for the ultimate recipients of all wa/c/s are tL
poor, and they never fail—" and Sadar-ush-Shahid has stated
[that the ,Fatwa is thereon] and the Jurists of Balkh give Fatwas
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according to this opinion, and we &to1 decide according to that
view." (1)

FaI4ui&J	 According to Kâzi Khân, explicit declaration that a wak/ is
Kdz created is sufficient to constitute a wakf. When a sadakah-rnow-

koofa is made for a limited period without any mention that on the
expiration of that period, the subject-matter of the wakf should
revert.-to the appropriator, it takes effect as a wak/ in perpetuity,
for, according to custom, the term wak/ implies and includes
the poor, and that amounts to an actual dedication. But where
a condition is made that it should revert to the donor, the condi-
tion. is bcUil or void according to Abfl Yusuf.(2) The Rad4ul-
Muhtdr says-

Radd i-	 "The ultimate purpose of a wak/ must, according to all, be for
Mihtdr— an object which never fails. According to Abfi Yusuf such an
The recog- object need not be mentioned, for when a wdki/ makes a dedica-nised rule.

tion for a specific object and does not mention to what purpose
of a permanent character it should be applied, on failure of the
initial trust, the property will go to the poor, as they are the
ultimate recipients of all wak/s when no other purpose is speci-
fied, an1 theiiqiversa1ity of jurists have adopted this view and
the .Fatwa is thereon . . . . and in the Durrar it is stated-
this is correct . . ."

And again if a wak/ is made for a specific object (e.g., one's
descendants) and nothing further is mentioned, it is valid accord-
ing to Aba Yusuf, and after the extinction of that object it will
go to the poor—and this opinioa is followed by the Sdbib-ul-
Hedàya, as also in the Muntaka, the Nikdya, etc. .... and the
Sadr-ush-Sharâya has stated that the Patwa is thereon."(3)

Summation	 To sum up the result of the authorities :—according to all the
of the	 jurists "perpetuity is a necessary condition," but according to
authorities

the acknowledged and accepted view, on which the Fatwa is,,,
viz., the rule laid down by Aba Yusuf, it is not necessary to men-
tion it, at the time of dedication; in other words, though 

all 
the

jurists insist that the property should be dedicated permanently
and the right of the donor therein parted with for ever, accord-

(1) Fatáwai Aia,ngiri, Vol. II, p. 460.
(2) Hillâl holds that it will hold good for the period specified. This is in

accordance with the Shiah doctrine.
(3) Radd uZ-Mthtdr, Vol. III, p. 585.
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ing to Abft Yusuf it is not necessary that the word tabcZ or abal
(perpetuity) should be mentioned, or that the object in favour
of which the dedication is primarily made should be of a contin-
u ing and permanent character—for
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Abft Yusuf has said that when he [the. wdki/] has named a
purpose . liable to failure it is valid; and after its failure, it will be
for the poor, though they are not named."

And

oJ)1J lL	 31J	 ttbi

*

Abil Yusuf holds a wak/ to be valid without mention of per-
petuity, so that when a wakf is made in favour of an object liable
to failure it is lawful according to him, and after the failure of
the object it will go to the poor and not become the property of
his heirs, and this is correct.''(l) For, there are many objects that
are liable to failure which are as pious in their nature as objects
that are continuirg. This is the real meaning of the following
passage in the Ghdit-ul-Baydn
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But when a wakf is made in favour of " a specific object Dedication
liable to failure,' and any term is used in the dedication signi-
fying that it is permanent in its character, e.g., sadakah or fi-sabl- of

jlldli (" in the way of God "), the wah/ is valid not only according failure.
to Abil Yusuf, but also according to Mohammed, who considers
the mention of perpetuity, or the mention of some object of a
perpetual character necessary. The Radd ul. Muhtdr quoting the
Fatdwai Kdzi Khdn (cited as Khdnieh)says :-" and if a man were
to say that a property was dedicated as a pious offering (mowkoo/a-

sadakah), and add nothing further, it is lawful according to Abü

(I) Ghdi-ul.Ba1,dn.
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Yusuf as well as Mohammed and ITil1l . . . . and when an
object has been specified, it is lawful according to Aba Yusuf, and
after its extinction it will go to the poor, and the Hed4ya has
held this to be correct, and the texts are thereon, as in Ktth2ri,
Multelca and Nikdya, and others.

............... JXz
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The .Sirdj-ni-TVa1dJ states that, '' Abfi Yusuf says if a person
make a dedication in favour of an object liable to failure, it is
valid, and after its extinction, the wak/ will he for the poor, though
they may not b named, e.g., if one were to say ' I have consti-
tuted this, sadakatan mowkoo/atan l"illah-ta'dla abadan (th/ as a

pious oering for God in perpetuity) on the child of so-and-so and
his child's child,' and do not mention the poor or indigent, for
when he has consecrated it to God, it is in perpetuity, as whit is
dedicated to God is spent on the poor; thus his saying as above.
is as if he had mentioned them."
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Similarly, in the Tas-hil---" if q man were to say 'I make
this property mowkoo/a.sadakah (a charitable wale!) for ('ala, oi)
so-and-so, its produce will be for such person for his life and after
his death it will be spent for the poor."
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Upon the authorities it is perfectly clear that, under the Principle
Hanafi Law "perpetuity," express or implied, is a necessary
condition to the constitution of a wak/, but its mention is not
necessary at the time of dedication. Nor is it necessary that the
dedication should be primarily for a permanent or continuing
object. The term wak/ and its equivalents imply perpetuity.
And, accordingly, it has been laid down in the clearest terms that
even when the wak/ is, in the first instance, in favour of an- object
which is likely to fail, the wak/ is not void on that ground, but the
reversion would be applied for the benefit of the poor. If a wàkf is
created for a limited period, the limitation as to time is void, and
the wakf takes effect as a perpetual dedication.

SECTION III.

CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION OF A WAKF—(COIIJ)

In order that a wak/ should become operative or binding, it is Delivery of
not necessary under the Hanafi Law that the property should 

benoactually delivered by the wdki/ to a trustee. Delivery of seisin is necessary
not necessary in wakf as it is in Mba. The mere declaration of according
the wdlci/ is sufficient to constitute the property wakf, and the to theHanaft
wdkif from that time forth is a mere trustee. He may be a trustee Law.
for himself, that is, he may reserve during his lifetime the income
of the property for his own benefit; but whilst the law allows him,
in case he makes a condition to that effect, to use the income of the
property in whole or in part during his lifetime, the property is
nevertheless a trust-property in his hands. He can neither sell
it, nor mortgage it, nor burden it, nor deteriorate it in any way;
and if he does so, the beneficiaries and reversioners would be
entitled to have the property taken out of his hands and con-
signed to a. mutwail, to realise the rents and profits and to make
over the balance to the wdlcif after deducting expenses.(1)

"Though, according to Mohammed, consignment of the dedi-
cated property and separation of it [from the other properties of
the waki/] are necessary to the completion of a wakj', according
to Abfi Yusuf, the wak/ becomes absolute and bindisg, like eman-
ciptiQn . on the mere declaration of the wdki/, and his right therein

(1) lath ui.K&hr, Vol. II, p. 840.
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becomes extinguished at once. And in the Khuldsa it is laid
Fatwa	 down that the jurists of Balkh decide according to the rule laid
according down by Abil Yusuf, and Sadr ush.ShahId has stated that theto Abft
Yusuf. /atwa is according to him; and in the Fath ul-KadIr it is mentioned

that Abu Yusuf's opinion is the accepted doctrine; and in the
Muntèh it is stated that the fatwa is with Abil Yusuf, and this is
the rule accepted by the jurists of Balkh. But the Bokhâriots
have .ariopted Mohammed's opinion. And in the SJlarh.i-Vikliyah
and the commentary of Mulla Khusru [the Durrar-ul-Akhdm]
it is laid down that the Fatwa is with Aba Yusuf. In some
Places, it is mentioned in the Khônièh [Fatdwai Kdzi Khdn( 1)]
that the fatwa is with Mohammed . . . . But in the MuM

Hanaft	
it is laid down that the universality of our jurists have adopted

doctrine— the rule laid down by AbIl Yusuf—and this is correct.' '(2)

Delivery of	 The question whether, in order to constitute a valid wakf, it
po8se8sion is necessary to wake over possession to a muwalli was considered
not	 at great length in the case of Doe den. Jan Bibee v. Abdooflah'necessary to
complete Barber, decided in the Supreme Court of Calcutta by Ryan,
walcf.	 O.J., and Grant, J.

The judgment of the Chief Justice is of great importance,
and I therefore give it in extenso.

"It is not necessary to state the facts of this case as proved
at the trial; the whole matter in dispute between the parties being
now narrowed to the construction that is to be put on this in-
strument of the 1st March, 1832. It is contended, on the part of
the lessor of the plaintiff, that this instrument must be taken as
a gift in contemplation of death, and that as such only one-third
of the property can pass, and that the representatives of the
plaintiff are entitled to recover the remaining two-thirds in the
present action. It is also stated that, as an endowment or

Do* riem, appropriation to religious uses, it is defective in several particulars,
'Jan Bib.e which the Mahommedan Law requires to make such instruments

4doollah valid and binding.Barker. 
"First.—It is said that, according to Mahommedan Law, an

appropriator for religious uses cannot reserve for his life to his
own use part of the property so appropriated as the present
instrument purports to do.

(1) KIzi Khs blinBelt was a jurist of BokhAra.
(2) Surrat.uZ-Falawa, p. 430.

I
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"Secondly.—That a delivery to a Mtdwalli is essential to	 10 dern.

validity of an appropriation; that in this ease there was no such 
Ja

delivery, but the appropriator constituted herself the Mtdwalli larber.

during her life.	 (contd.)

"Thirdly.—It has also been objected that a female, who is in
this instance the appropriator and Mutwalli dnring life, cannot,

according to Mahommedan Law, act as MutwaUi.

"For the defendant it is contended-
"First.—That the instrument is wak/ and not a testamen-

tary paper.
"Secondly.—That the whole of the property passed under it,

and that according to Mahommedan Law, it is a valid endowment
or appropriation of property to the service of God, and that
consequently the verdict should remain as it now stands for the
defendants.

"Upon the first question that has been raised, namely,
whether this paper is to be considered as a wak/ or consecration,
or in the nature of a testamentary paper, the Court entertains no
doubt. The reason given by the Moulvies is the commonsense.
view of the nature of the instrument. They say this paper is a
deed of wakf(1) or consecration, because, say they, the wdlci/ or
consecrator herself writes, 'she has consecrated certain lands in
her lifetime,' and then states at the conclusion, 'These few words
are, therefore, written, by way of a voucher of a pious donation to
serve as a binding and decisive document when occasion requires.'
The Moulvies add, this would have, been a Will if she had said that
the wak/ should take place after her death, or if she had made
the wak/ when labouring under the illness which terminated life.

"it is equally clear and without dispute that a female may
act as Mutwalli. It is hardly necessary to cite authorities for this
proposition. The note in Mr. Macnaghten's book, p. 343, points
out the distinction between the Guö4y Nasheen (or superior of an
endowment) and the Mutwalli, and adds, the office of trustee, i.e.,
MutwaW, may be held by a woman, and the duties may be dis-
charged by proxy. In Mussumaut Hyatee Khanum v. Mussumaut

.Koolsoom Khanum(2) it is stated that it is legal for a female to be

(1) A translation of the deed of wakf in thi8 ease is given in the Appendix.

(2) 1 Se!. Rep., p. 285.
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Doe dein. a trustee according to all the authorities of the law. (See also
.Jan Bibee the Fatdwcjj Alamgiri).
v. A bdoollali.
Barber.	 Uron the two remaining points which have been raised,
(contd.)	 namely, that the appropriator and Mtawalli are one and the same

person, and secondly, that the appropriator has reserved part of the
property no appropriated to her own use, for life, more doubt and
difficulty exists. It will be seen from the Hed4ya that on both
these points opposite opinions have been entertained by great

- authorities. The work to which I refer is, I think, worthy of more
respect than Mr. Advocate-General is willing to bestow upon it.
I think Mr. Hamilton in his preliminary discourse shows the value
of the book as a guide to Mahommedan Law, and which appears
to have been compiled about the close of the 12th century. The
work principally leans to the doctrine of Hanifa, or his principal
disciples. Two of the most distinguished of those disciples were
Abfi Yusuf and Mohammed, and it is their differences of opinion
in the book of the Heddya, to which I have already referred,
that has given rise to the questions whether this instrument is a
valid appropriation according to Mahommedan Law.

"Mohammed considers an appropriation .with a reserve to
the use of the appropriator during life illegal, and he also considers
the assignment and delivery to the Mutwalti or procurator essen-
tial to the validity of an appropriation. Aba Yusuf, on both
these points, is at variance with Mohammed. After obtaining all

the information we are able to collect through the means of our
Moulvies and a reference to authorities, we are of opinion that
the opinion of Aba Yusuf on both these points must be considered
as the law now prevailing and sanctioned by the more recent
authorities.

The translator of the Heddya (who is Some authority) seems
to incline to Abü Yusuf's opinion by his note at page 351, and in
the text, on the point whether an assignment and delivery to a
Tiutwalli is essential to the validity of the gift, it is stated that
Abu Yusuf's is the more generally received doctrine.

"But we have directed our Moulvies to give their opinions
on these points and to cite their authorities, which authorities,
whether in print or manuscript, we have directed our interpreter
to translate. From the authorities 'they have 'cited, although
they commence with stating the difference of opinion btween' the
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two learned disciples of Hanifa, we l
l

think ii clearly appears
according to the modern doctrine of Mahommedan decisions and
lawyers that Abu Yusuf's opinion on this point is considered the
better law.

"Some of the authorities which they cite are in print, and
one in particular, which supports the doctrine of Abu Yusuf,
I need hardly say, is of great authority in Mahommedan Law,
I mean the Fatdwa Alamgiri which is a collection of opinions and
precedents of MahommedanLaw compiled by Shaik Noyan and
other learned men by command of the Mogul Emperor Aurungzebe.
This compilation was made about, I presume, the close of the
17th century, and is of course received as an authority for the
1;resent state of the law.''(l)

The following questions were referred to the Moulavies of the Court :-
let Question.—Whether, according to Mahommedan Law, an endowment

to charitable uses is valid, when qualified by a reservation of rents and profits
to the donor himself during his life?

2nd Question.—Whether delivery of the property is essential to render an
endowment valid, according to the rule which governs other gifts 7

3rd Question.—Whether the endower can lawfully constitute himself
Mootuwullee or trustee 1

4th Question.—Whether a feiiale can lawfully be Mootuwullee?
6th Question.—Whether the instrument in question is a will or a deed of

endowment 7
To these questions the follow-lug answers were delivered by the Moulavies

of the Court and duly flied—
To the first question—
There is a difference of opinion between Abu Yusuf and Mahommed touching

the wakj or consecration of lands with a reservation, and setting apart of any
portion of the profits and produce thereof for the support of the walci/ or conse-
crator. Abi Yusuf considers the act legal, and Mahommed deems it illegal. The
legal opinions of most of the learned uphold the opinion of Abu Yusuf, which is to
be found in Chulpee or commentary of the Shurh Vekâyah, the Fatwa Auhim-
geeree, the Kg.zi Khân, and the Kaffee.

To the second question-
Abft Yusuf does not Consider the consignment and delivery of Consecrated

real property to the Mootuwuilee as necessary to render the wnL-/ or consecration
legal. In this opinion Mahommed differs, but the practice is in accordance with
the opinion of Abü Yusuf, as written in the Mooneeah, Futhul Kuddeer, Seraj.uI-
Wahaj, Hedâyah, and Veekyat-ul-Rawahij.

To the third question—
It is lawful for the wald/ or consecrator to become Mootuwullee or Procura-

tor, and to reserve the profits of part of the consecrated land for his own use
and his descendants, as will be found in the Hedyah, the KAzi Khân, and the
Alumgeeree.

(1) Grant, J., concurring, the rule obtained by the plaintiff was discharged.
AA, ML	 16
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To the fourth question—
It is lawful for a female to act as Mootuwullee, and qualified to become, as is

to be found in the Fatâwa Aulumgeeree and other Fatâwas or text-books.
To the fifth question—
This paper is a deed of wak/, or consecration. From the tenor of this paper

ye are of opinion that it is an instrument of wak/, and not a testamentary paper
aecause the wdlci/ or consecrator herself writes that "she has consecrated certain
ands in her lifetime," and that she states at the conniusion of the instrument
hus :—"Therefore I have delivered these few lines in the nature of an instru-
font of wak/." This would then have been a Will if she had said that the wak/
hould take effect upon her death, or if she had made the wak/ with the illnss that
erminated her life,—in those cases this paper would have come under the guid-
nec of the law touching Wills.

The followi ng authorities were cited by the Moulavies on this occasion :-
In support of the first question—
From the Aulumgecree in print, page 195, from line 10 to 12. "Whenever a

ak1 is made of land or other property and the party making the same reserves
.e whole of the profits thereof to himself, or a part only during his own life,
nd after that for the use of the poor, herein Abfi Yuuf has said, "This wok/ is
ght," and the learned of Bulluck (a town in Tooran) have decided conformably

this opinioa of Abfi Yusuf's and the decisions are in conformity therewith, for
induce persons to make wak/s. The like is to be found in the Sagrah and tlt

esaub, and also in Moojrnuraul—only.
From the Chulpee in print: the Commentary of the Sharh Vekaya, page 245,

)m line 27 to line, 28.
In the opinion of Abü Yusuf, it is right or lawful for the wdlci/ or consecrator

direct the profits to his own use and to make himself Mootuwullee, but not
ht in the opinion of Mahom med—only.

The Mooftec of Sakullian and Suddar Shaheed have said, the Futawas or
crees are in conformity with the words of Abu Yusuf's—only.

From the Kaffee in MSS. sheet 568 from the 5th to part of the 6th line.
The waki/'s directing the profits of the wak/ to his own use is right in tI'e

inion of Abfl Yusuf and the Masshãikh (Shaikhs) of Bulluek, and the decrees
' consonant with that—only.

From the Kzi Khân in print, page 251, from line 2nd to part of line 5th.
It is not right in the opinion of Heelall for the wdki/ to stipulate in making a

1/ that he shall appropriate the profits thereof to himself during his life, but
right in the opinion of Abil Yusuf, and the Masshâikh of Bulluck have follow-

the opinion of AMI Yusuf, and said "such wak/ and such reservation are both
tt," and Sudder Shuheed has said, the decrees are in conformity with the
nion of Abi Yusuf—only.

In support of the second question—
From the Kflzi Khin in print, page 212, from the 2nd 'to the 3rd line.
In the opinion of Abfi Yusuf it is not necessary to deliver over possession
Mootuwullee, therefore the wdki/ is entitled to become Mootuwullee, although

toes not expressly reserve that to himself, and the Massljâikh of Bulluck have
wed this opinion of Abü Yusuf—only.
From the Aulunigeeree in print, page 455, from line 13th to line 14th.
The property of the wdkif in the walc/ is severed from him by his saying. ''I
made a wak/ thereof," according to the opinion of Abü Yusuf and the opinion

se three Emaums (leaders) Mallick, Shafee, and Ahmud. son of Haumbul, and
'pinion of most of the learned, is in conformity, with that and also with the
hâikh Qf Bulluck. and it is written in the fneeah "that the decrees are
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consonant with that" and the like is to be found in the Futah.ul.Kuddeer, which
says that the decrees are agreeable to that opinion, and also in the Seeraj-ul.Wa.
hanj—only.

line. From the Veekahut-ul.rewahjj in MSS., page 197, frbni the 7th to the 8th

In the opinion delivered by Ahü Yusuf, the right is severed on bare declara-
tion—only.

The authorities in support of the answer to the third question are to be found
above.

The authorities in support of the fourth question are—
From the ..u1umgeeree in print, page 504, line 15th.
In that respect men and women are equal,
Those in support of the answer to the 5th question are—
From the Aulumgeeree, page 455, from the 6th to the 7th line.
If a wokf is made to take effect upon the wdkifs death, saying. "upon my

death I make a wak/ of my house to so-and-so, and then the wdki/ dies, the wait]
is right as to one-third—only.

In the said book and page, from line 9th to line 10th.
"If the party appropriates the wak/ to operate upon his death, during his

illness, of which he eventually dies, the direction therein is that above—only."

The absence of uncertainty in the subject-matter of the wak/ The subje
is also a condition,—not uncertainty in the object; for which the
d must, beedication is made. Uncertainty in the object does not lead to certain.
the invalidation of the wak/, it only accelerates the application of
the subject of the wa/cf to its ultimate object, viz., the support of
the poor, for they never fail.

But the subject of the waf must not be uncertain.(1) Accord-
ingly, if a person were to dedicate a portion of his land 'without
specifying it, the wakf would not take efect unless it can be gathered
from attendant circumstances what he intended to convey, when
the wakf will be valid upou the basis of istelisdn.(2)

The doctrine of tanjiz.—The dedication must also not be Priciplt
dependent for its operation upon a contingency which may or Must no, 1may not occur. A condition, however, to which operation can dende
be given immediately will not render a wak/ void. Examples of on a con

tingencthe distinction between these two provisions of the law are given
at great length in most of the law-books, and I would quote
some passages here to render the meaning clear. (3)

For example, "if a person were to say," says the Fatdwai Exampl!
Alamgiri quoting the Fath ul-Kadir, "If my son arrives, my house of a con
is a sadakah wak/ for the poor," and the son should arrive, never

(1) FaIdwai Alamgiri, Vol. Il, p. 458; Radd-uI.M7dr, VOL III, p. 500.
(2) Ubera] interpretation; Fatawaj Alemgirj, Vol. II, 466.
(3) Thirr-ul. Mukhtj., P. 410; Ra4d-ul . Muhtdr, Vol. IlL
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theless, the house does not become wak/.(l) Or, if a person were

to say, 'This my land is a sa&ikah if such an one please,' and the

person referred to should indicate his pleasure, still the irak/

would be void.(2)"

But when the condition is capable of immediate ascer-

tainment or operation, the wakf is valid. For example, "if a

man were to say, 'if this house be my property it is appropriated
as a pious offering,' the appropriation is valid if the house be actual-
ly his property at the time of speaking, for the suspension is here

on a condition that is actually fulfilled, and there is no contingen-
cy."(3) Another instance is thus given :—"A man loses his property
and says, 'If I find it, by God I will make a wak/ of my land,'

and he finds the property, it is incumbent on him to make a wak/ of

his land for the benefit of those to whom it is lawful for him to pay

zakdt or poor rates, aiid if he should make it for those to whom it is

not lawful for him to pay zakd2, the wak/ would not be valid nor

would he be released from his vow."(4) And again :-" If a man
.were to say, 'if I die of this disease, 1 have made this my land wak/,'

it is not valid whether he dies or recovers. But if he should say,

'if I die of this disease make this my land wak/,' it is lawful, for

this amounts to the conditional appointment of a mandatory, which

is legal."(5)

"But Shams-ul-Aimma Sarakhsi has stated at the end of his

chapter on Wak/, that a wak/ dependent on death is valid. And

in the Mukhtasar [-ul-Kud4,ri] it is mentioned that where a wakf is

Testamen- made conditional upon the wdki/'s decease, eg., if he were to say

tary wakf 'when Idie this house will become wakf for this purpose,' it will be
valid. vand.(6,

But whilst a man can validly make a dedication in his own
favour, he cannot reserve to himself the power of selling the

property dedicated and applying the proceeds to his own use.

(1) So also in the Surra1-u1-Faf'wa.
(2) After the Mtthi.
(3) Fatdwai Kái Khdn, Vol. IV, p. 84.
(4) gir6jia.
(5) Jouharat.un.Nayeréh.
(6) Surrat-uZ-Fatdwcz, 435: in fact this is a testamentary wakf.'

(6) Fatdwal Alamgiri, Vol. II, p. 459, after the Na1r-vl-Fa,k:

MtiMtdr, P. 410; Rad4-u1.Mukhtdr, Vol. III, P. 599.
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Nor can a wa/ef be made for a deterrninat.e period.
1 1 Principle.Where a wak/ is made in favour of a ]awful purpose andt he 

A waklwdkif reserves to himself the option of revoking the wa/el, " the cannot be
wa/el is valid and the option void" by general consensus. Accord- revoked.
ing to Abü Yusuf, a short option, say, for three days, does not
invalidate the wa/el; if the option is not exercised within that time,
the wa/ef becomes bsolut.


